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Abstract

In this document we describe the implementation of a hardware-in-a-loop testing

framework for the new international standard Ep2 of an electronic payment sys-

tem. Ep2 is managed by a consortium of financial companies such as Diners Club

Switzerland Ltd. and Credit Suisse. Hardware-in-a-loop testing (HIL) is a well

established approach to validate complex systems, where the correct integration of

software with its underlying hardware is essential. HIL has been deployed in De-

fense and Aerospace industry as early as the 1950s, nowadays it is an established

testing technique.

We discuss the Ep2 system in some detail, and describe how to develop for it

a HIL test system based on the OSI layer model. Technologies involved include

XML and various cryptographic protocols based on the DES standard. We val-

idate our system using an Ep2 simulator developed by CELSI AG, Winterthur

(Switzerland). We also demonstrate how to test an Ep2 terminal like the CCredit

software produced by the company CARUS, Hamburg (Germany).
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

Our heavy reliance on IT products has made testing a crucial part in the devel-

opment of computer systems. The increasing complexity of IT systems as well

as the need for companies to release new products after shorter and shorter de-

velopment times demands for automated test methods that also can deal with

the potential integration problems between software and hardware. Typical for

many distributed applications are electronic payment systems. Here, we study

how to develop a prototype for testing the new international electronic payment

standard—Eft/POS 2000 (Ep2), where we apply the Hardware-In-a-Loop (HIL)

testing technique.

HIL is a testing technique that has been used since 1950 [NBAR04]. It requires

a simulated environment for the system under test (SUT), where the SUT only

interacts with the software emulated components. HIL provides a controlled en-

vironment, of which test scenarios are easily reproduced. Whorter et al. indicate

that using the simulation model for system development and testing can reduce

costs and plan set-up times [WBM97].

The Ep2 standard is a joint project managed by a consortium of several well

known financial institutions such as Credit Suisse, and Diners Club Schweiz AG,

in an effort to push new chip based EMV (EuroPay/MasterCard/Visa integrated

circuit standard1) to the Swiss market. Technically, the Ep2 system consists of

seven entities which are Ep2 Terminal, Cardholder ( e.g., customer), Point of Ser-

vice (i.e., cash register), Attendant, POS Management System, Acquirer, Service

Center and Card (see Figure 10 for more details). The testing of the Ep2 standard

is focused on the Ep2 terminal, since it is considered as the communication center,

with which every other component interacts with it by exchanging messages.

A testing framework is created to provide an expandable, easy-to-use, robust

testing infrastructure. This consists of test facilities and a test language. The test

facilities (e.g., the test case generator, the test manager, and the test reporter)

helps to streamline the testing workflow. The test case generator creates test

1www.emvco.com
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1 INTRODUCTION

scripts which contains a list of the test cases. The test manager automatically

executes these test cases. First, the test script is loaded, and after the execution

of the test, the results is saved into a file. Finally, the test reporter formats the

test result into a visually pleasing test report.

The test language allows users to express which components to use for the

testing framework and how their interactions shall take place in line with the Ep2

specifications. As a result, the test cases can be created intuitively.

The motivation of using Ep2 as the case study of our project are based on

several reasons: first, the Ep2 is a financial critical, and complex standard. It

demonstrates the practicality of such a testing framework in an industrial con-

text. Second, certain research has been done on the standard; Gimblett.et.al

have formally specified major parts of the Ep2 system using CSP-CASL [GRS05].

Besides, the first results in formal verification of it has been presented using CSP-

Prover [Iso05]. These research work on the formal method domain, where the Ep2

terminal is represented using a mathematical logic. The testing framework can

be seen as a tool to complement these research by connecting the formalized and

verified model with a concrete results of an Ep2 system.

The dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 2 gives a background knowl-

edge of various aspects in the project. This includes a review on the tools used

in the project, an explanation about XML, a description of the testing technique,

a list of important cryptographic concepts, and an overview of the Ep2 standard.

Chapter 3 describes the project implementation. Here, we discuss, following the

OSI layer model, how to implement a HIL system by providing a Network layer,

Cryptography layer, XML layer, Ep2Component layer and test application layer.

Furthermore, we describe the details of our test components: Test Case Generator,

Test Manager and Test Reporter. We validate our system with the Ep2 specifi-

cation using an Ep2 simulator by CELSI AG, Winterthur (Switzerland). We also

demonstrate how to test an EP2 terminal like the CCredit software produced by

the company CARUS, Hamburg (Germany). Finally, Chapter 4 evaluates our

project.
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2 BACKGROUND

2 Background

2.1 Tools and Libraries

In order to communicate with a complex electronic payment system like EP2,

we need useful yet effective tools and libraries to help us. In this section, we

will discuss on the choice made for each tool based on their strength over other

equivalence tools (if there are any). We will touch on topics such as Java, libraries,

XML and network programming.

2.1.1 Programming Language - Java

Java was formally announced by Sun Microsystems in 1995. Since then, Java has

been used in various applications such as mobile phone and smart cards or even

enterprise. Apart from being one of the most popular programming languages,

Java has been chosen for our project for the following reasons:

1. Platform Independence

Java code can be compiled into platform independent bytecodes using

Java compilers. The compiled code can run on Java Virtual Machine (JVM)

which currently is available for most major Unix variants, OS/2, Windows95

and NT, MacOS, and a variety of other operating systems. It allows the

testing framework to be developed and to be tested on any operating system.

2. Object Oriented

Java is an object oriented language [Far98]; It enables us to solve prob-

lems with representation of objects and interaction between them in a real

life situation. This is very suitable for the testing framework because Ep2

standard mainly describes its components and the interaction between them.

Mapping those components to Java objects will be much easier than to a

structural programming language (such as C) representation.

3. Excellent APIs/Libraries
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2 BACKGROUND

Java supports a wide range of APIs. Ep2 standard requires the testing

framework to use technologies such as network, serial port, XML and cryp-

tography. Without the support of these APIs, the development would have

taken longer. For example, Java has a built-in and easy-to-use API for socket

programming. This task would have been more difficult if it was written it

in another language such as C. For cryptography and XML, Sun allows third

party libraries to be used along with Java. We will see these in more detail

later on.

4. Safe Language

Sommerville points out that the exclusion of goto statement, the built-

in garbage collection to eliminate the need of dynamic memory allocation,

and the fact that there is no support for pointers or unbounded arrays in

Java have made the language safe [Som04]. These features prevent common

mistakes that cause programs to crash.

Besides, Java is a static-typed language where all the objects or variables

need to be explicitly declared before they are used. By enforcing this type

of constraint rule on objects contained or referred to by the variable, the

compiler can ensure that a ”message not understood” error will never occur

at the run-time. This will enforce a safer, more reliable code, and increase

efficiency of the resulting product. For more details, please refer to Jason

Voegele’s website2.

5. User Experience

The author has significant experience in Java compared to other pro-

gramming languages. Thus, choosing Java will be an obvious choice to de-

velop the test environment. Of course, Java would not have been our choice

of programming language had it not been for its wide range of excellent APIs.

2http://www.jvoegele.com/software/langcomp.html
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2 BACKGROUND

2.1.2 Libraries/APIs

API stands for Application Programming Interface. API will allow developers to

manipulate any resources it is interfacing with within the programming language.

As mentioned before, Java has a variety of APIs to handle developers’ problems.

In this section, we will discuss APIs that are used in our testing framework, and

present a comparison among them in case there is more than one APIs for the

same task/operation/functionaity. In this text, the terms ”library” and ”API” are

considered to be the same, and are being used interchangeably.

Cryptography - JCA/JCE EP2 communication requires extensive crypto-

graphic operations to authenticate a sender/receiver as well as to check message

integrity.

Java comes with two built-in libraries: JCA (Java Cryptography Architecture)

and JCE (Java Cryptography Extension). The reason for having two libraries

which perform almost the same thing is due to the restriction of the U.S export

law. JCA is tightly integrated with the Java Core API, while JCE is served as an

extension to JCA, which includes many advanced cryptographic operations3. To

demonstrate how intuitive the Java cryptography API is, a demo code is included

in the appendix(see Appendix A).

XML API Java has libraries for all major XML standards such as Sun’s own

implementation of XML API, Simple API for XML (SAX4), Document Object

Model (DOM), and JDOM. Java gives developers the freedom to choose which

API to work with. Here are the three most commonly used XML APIs within

Java:

1. SAX

SAX stands for Simple API for XML, it is initially created for Java-only

API. SAX was the first widely adopted API for XML in Java and is one of

the de facto standards. SAX is an event driven API. While parsing an XML

3http://java.sun.com/products/jce/
4http://www.saxproject.org/
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document, SAX will report parsing events, e.g., the beginning and the ending

of elements to the application via callback methods. The drawback of SAX

is that it is a read-only API; new documents cannot be created using this

API.

2. DOM

DOM stands for Document Object Model and models an XML docu-

ment as a tree. DOM API can both parse XML documents as well as create

new ones. Unlike SAX, it requires an XML document to be built as a tree in

the memory before any manipulation can be done. This allows DOM to have

random access to various separate parts of the document. However, DOM

is more memory intensive than SAX (Imagine an XML document to be 20

MB in size, loading such a big file into the memory will affect the application

performance.)

3. JDOM

JDOM was created to simplify the complexity usage of DOM in Java.

Similar to DOM, JDOM models an XML document as a tree. However, it is

more intuitive to use.

In order to justify the usage of JDOM in our testing framework, a summary of

the pros and cons of each APIs is presented in Table 1.

Features SAX DOM JDOM
Memory Consumption Low High High

API Usability Complex Complex Simple
Read XML Document Yes Yes Yes

Create New XML Document No Yes Yes

Table 1: XML APIs Comparison

Memory consumption is based on the statement made by the SAX project

website5. The API usability evaluation is done using the author’s own example

5See http://www.saxproject.org/event.html
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code (see Appendix B). SAX could have been the choice of API over JDOM if

SAX was able to create new XML documents.

Comparing two XML Messages - XMLUnit Unlike string matching, com-

paring two XML documents is not an easy task; XML is more concerned with

how data is organized rather than the order of the data appearance. To explain

the point more clearly (in Figure 1) we present two physically different XML doc-

uments. In order to highlight the difference, an identical parts for both XML

documents are enclosed in a box with a dashed line and linked by an arrow. We

can see that the order of the data appearance for the left-hand-side XML document

is different from the one on the right hand side. Besides, the data representation

of the first identical part in the left hand side XML document is constructed with

multiple lines, whereas the one at the right hand side is represented in a single

line. Thus, when comparing XML documents, we need to evaluate the logical

representation rather than the physical one.

Figure 1: XML Documents

XMLUnit6 addresses this problem. It is an open source project that caters for

the need to test a system that generates and receives custom XML documents.

XMLUnit allows us to compare both XML messages whether they are identical

(same physical and logical representation), similar(same logical representation) or

different (different physical and logical representation).

6http://xmlunit.sourceforge.net/
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Transforming XML to Printable Format - FOP XML is a wonderful medium

for storing and organizing information. However, XML is, in its raw form, visually

unpleasant and makes it hard for people to get the information they want. Hence,

FOP (Format Objects Processor) is created to meet this demand. FOP is an open

source Java API that allows us to change an XML document into printable formats

such as PDF or PostScripts7.

The mechanism of FOP is simple: First, an XML document is needed. Then,

an XSLT stylesheet with the desired presentation layout needs to be created. Once

these two important ingredients are gathered, the rest of the process is to feed these

two documents into FOP, which will first transform it into FO document and then

export it into the desired printable formats. Figure 2 shows this transformation

process.

Figure 2: Transforming XML into Printable Formats

The main advantage of having FOP is its flexibility in information represen-

tation; with different XSLT stylesheets, we can generate whatever different pre-

sentation layouts we require with the same XML documents. Apart from that,

FOP does not offer one, but various printable formats such as PostScripts, PDF

and more. What makes it attractive to developers is that there is not code al-

teration/modification when using different stylesheets; information presentation is

dictated by the target audiences and not the developers themselves. With this,

7See http://xmlgraphics.apache.org/fop/
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it allows the information to be transmitted in the most effective and interesting

manner.

Unit Testing - JUnit JUnit is an open source regression testing framework

written by Ken Beck and Enrich Gamma8. Its purpose is to provide a unit testing

facility to the Java developers. Each test case needs two inputs: the actual result

and the expected one. JUnit is able to run test cases on functions within a class

and a test suite is usedfor a group of classes.

Log4J Having a logging facility to keep track of the program status during the

runtime is a valuable asset; It eliminates the need of developers to debug and

pinpoint the source of problem in a time-consuming way. Log4J9 is an open source

project which allows Java developers to plugin the program runtime logging facility

without sacrificing much of the program’s performance.

2.2 XML

XML stands for Extensible Markup Language. Ep2 uses XML as the medium

of communication. It is important to understand basic structure of XML and

its terminology to gain better insight of Ep2 communication mechanism. In this

section, we will discuss an overview of XML, XML structure, basic terminology,

and Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL).

2.2.1 Overview

XML is a document processing standard proposed by World Wide Web Consortium

(W3C) to address challenges in electronic publishing10. XML specification was

designed to be portable so that XML documents can be transported from one

operating system to another without losing any of their information. This is the

reason why XML is widely used as a data exchanging medium across the network.

8http://www.junit.org/
9http://logging.apache.org/log4j/

10http://www.w3.org
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XML is popular thanks to the fact that XML is a meta language [Eck99]. It

allows users to create and format any document markup they desire. For HTML,

there are only limited sets of markup tags available (eg., <html>, <head>, <h3>).

XML, on the other hand, allows users to create their own markups and define the

meaning for each markup (eg., <chuan> or <hello>).

2.2.2 Terminology

XML organises information in a tree-like structure. Figure 3 shows a typical XML

message. We will explain the terminology used to describe an XML document and

its usage.

Figure 3: EP2 XML Message

There are 4 common components for a typical XML message (Please note that

the explanation corresponds the numbering in Figure 3, page 17):

1. Prolog/Header

Its usage is to give information to XML processors on how to handle

the document. It contains XML specification version (version="1.0"), and

text encoding used in the document (encoding="UTF-8).

17
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2. Root Element

The root element is the first element right after the header. It must be

the first opening tag and the last closing tag within the document. It serves

as a reference point to the XML parser to recognize the beginning and the

ending of a document. Besides, we are allowed to define multiple names-

paces within this tag such as xmlns:ep2="http://www.eftpos2000.ch" or

xmlns:chuan="http://www.chuan.ch"

The usage of namespace is to avoid element name collision, by assign-

ing a prefix (e.g., ep2), which associates a unique URI (Universal Resource

Identifier) to the element name. <ep2:AcqID> and <chuan:AcqID> have

the same element name ”AcqID” but they are differentiated by the prefix

attached to the element name.

3. First Child

Elements residing within the root element are called children. The first

element is known as the first child of the root element. A child element

can have zero or multiple children as well. Like other elements, it can have

attributes such as msgNum="3". The first child is no different from other

elements. However, it serves as a point of reference when parsing XML

documents.

4. Elements

This is the basic building block for XML documents. An element can

have its value enclosed within it, such as : <ep2:AcqID>0000001</ep2:AcqID>.

It is optional for an element to have value. It can be an empty element like

this: <ep2:AcqID/>.

2.2.3 Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL)

XSL itself is an XML document which contains a set of formatting rules that

are used to determine the formatting of another XML document. In short, XSL

determines the information presentation of a XML document. A typical XSL

document is shown in Figure 4 In order to tell the XSL processor the document is

XSL instead of XML, it has to be tagged with the <xsl:stylesheet> tag and the

18
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Figure 4: XSL Document

content within the tag is a set of formatting rules. A formatting rule consists of two

parts: a template pattern and a template action. The template pattern will match

the elements in the XML document, eg., <xsl:template match="/"> matches the

root document of the XML document. What follows after the template pattern

matching tag is the template action, which formatting is done there(we set the

font size to 18pt for all text within the root document).

2.3 Testing

2.3.1 Overview

Testing is associated by most people with validation. In truth, testing involves

two processes: verification and validation [Kit95].

Verification provides a complete test coverage by establishing the correctness of

a system for all its allowable inputs using rigorous mathematical methods. How-

ever, it is considered as an expensive method, as it requires a person with a high

degree of expertise in mathematical logic, and a thorough understanding of the

system to use it [KG99].

A “cheaper” alternative to verification is validation, which is being used in this

project. The correctness of the system is proven by testing a finite number of

inputs, rather than all of them. However, we can achieve a similar result produced
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by verification by testing all possible inputs. This testing method is known as

exhaustive testing [ABC82]. Unfortunately, this method is unpractical because

usually the input domain is infinite. In order to reduce this potentially infinite

testing process to a feasible testing one, a few techniques have been used to generate

the test cases (see Section 2.3.4).

Testing should not be considered as the panache to all software problems, as

Djikstra, et al., put it ”testing can only show the presence of errors not their

absence” [DEDO72]. We are not able to be sure that a software will be 100% bug

free, but testing is a tool to provide developers or customers the confidence that

the program is somehow ”correct”.

2.3.2 Test Technique - Black Box Testing

Black box testing is a test technique that cross examines the behavior of the test

subject with the specification, without having the knowledge of the inner working

(source code) of test subject. Hence, the name ”black box” is given.

White box testing, or better known as structural testing is the opposite of black

box testing; source code or the inner working of the test subject are known to the

testers, so that analysis on the source code can be done.

Black box testing is chosen due to the fact that the source code for the C.A.R.U.S

Ep2 terminal software solution (Ccredit) and the CEPTEST Ep2 simulator are not

available. At the time of writing, the author has acquired the physical terminal.

Due to its late arrival in the project timeline and some technical issues during

its installation, all of the tests are conducted with the CEPTEST Ep2 simulator

instead.

2.3.3 HIL

Hardware in-the-loop testing is a well established approach which has been de-

ployed in Defense and Aerospace industry as early as the 1950s [NBAR04]. Since

then, HIL is heavily used in verifying critical system in projects such as the power

and thermal control unit of the X-ray satellite ”ABRIXAS” [SM99], cabin man-
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agement controllers for Airbus families A318, A340-500/600 and A380 [Pel02],

powertrain control system [NBAR04] and more. Its popularity is attributed to

the immense time and cost saving it brings to the adopters. For example, HIL

has managed to help the Aerospace Division of Thales Canada Inc to reduce its

testing cost [SS].

Using HIL method, we must construct a model of the computational environ-

ment in which the system under test (Ep2 terminal) will operate. This model

will include the representations (Ep2 components) of the hardware on which the

system will be implemented. Test components (e.g., test manager) will be in-

cluded into this model to manage the testing procedures. The SUT interacts with

the simulated environment in which its inputs and outputs are managed by the

test components. This process form a ”loop” between test subject and testing

components, hence the name is known as hardware in-the-loop testing.

This technique can be extended and to be used to test on software as well.

Since the CEPTEST Ep2 simulator will be the SUT for our project, it is Software-

in-the-loop (SIL) testing. This, however, does not affect the project much, because

the real Ep2 terminal and the CEPTEST Ep2 simulator are communicating using

TCP/IP [Con02b].

With TCP/IP, it means that an entire network of different hardware and oper-

ating systems can work with the same protocols [Par96]. TCP/IP eliminates the

hardware and software differences between the simulator and the real terminal,

which makes the in-the-loop testing applicable.

Figure 5 depicts the HIL test method used to test Ep2 system, with the Ep2

terminal as the test subject. We have three input sources (pinpad, acquirer, and

server center), which can be either real component or simulated one. For a sim-

ulated component, it will receive instruction from test manager as to what input

shall be send to the terminal. The output then will be captured by the test man-

ager for test analysis.

The benefit of having such test setting is that we will be able to control the

reproduction of test result without external interferences eg., unsolicited network

packet, and network delay due to traffics. Besides, by using simulated components,
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Figure 5: Hardware-in-the-loop Setting

we will be able to recreate certain test situation by orchestrating a sequence of test

inputs from various components.

This provides a fast and systematic way of testing, which subsequently im-

proved the quality and efficiency of the test. Whorter et al. indicate that using

the simulation model for system development and testing can reduce costs and

plan set-up times [WBM97].

2.3.4 Test Case Generation

A test case is defined as a set of conditions or variables under which a tester will

determine if a requirement upon an application is partially or fully satisfied 11. In

this project, a test script contains a list of test component settings, as well as a

group of test cases. Every test case is a conversation between two test components,

which allows to have a maximum of three messages: a sent, a received, and an

expected message.

The quality of test does not only depend on the technique deployed, but also

the test cases. Good test cases will ensure better test coverage, which directly

improve the quality of the software. In short, having bad test cases will be no

better than not doing test at all.

11http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Test case
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Realizing the importance of good test cases, we need to have a systematic way

of generating all the test cases for ep2 terminal to ensure maximum test coverage.

Below are a list of design methodologies we will use :

• Requirement testing

test cases will be derived based on the ep2 functional requirements which

can be found from ep2 specification documents.

• Boundary testing

Test cases are based on boundary value analysis, which tests the system

at extremes. Boundary testing only considered the boundary values, while

partition testing will test the whole range of inputs and outputs.

In additional to this, the author tries to follow test guidelines provided by

Whittaker [Whi02] :

• Choose inputs that force system to generate error.

• Design inputs that cause input buffer overflow.

• Repeat the same input or series of input numerous times.

• Force invalid outputs to be generated.

• Force computation result to be too large or too small.

2.4 Cryptography

Cryptography has become a necessity when it comes to securing a network com-

munication. It provides services such as entity authentication, message integrity

and non-repudiation to any parties who need their messages to be transmitted and

received safely.

Ep2 uses the latest and best cryptographic techniques, which are very com-

plex. However, those techniques are built upon the combination of various basic

cryptographic concepts such as cryptographic algorithms, mode, padding, hashing,

Message Authentication Code, and Key exchange. The materials in the following
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pages will give an overview of cryptographic concepts which are vital to understand

Ep2 secured communication.

2.4.1 Cryptographic Algorithms

A cipher or cryptographic algorithm is a mathematical function used in the en-

cryption and decryption process [NA98]. The cipher will produce the encrypted

text or the cipher text. A cryptographic key is a sequence of bits, which serves

as an input to the algorithm. It also ensures that unauthorized parties, which are

aware of the algorithm, will not be able to decrypt the message.

There are two type of cryptographic algorithms: the symmetric or the secret

key algorithm and the asymmetric or the private/public key algorithm.

Symmetric Algorithm This algorithm uses a key, which is better known as

the secret key, for the encryption and decryption process. Figure 6 shows a simple

example of how a symmetric algorithm works.

Figure 6: Symmetric Key Encryption/Decryption

When Alice wants to send Bob a message, she need to put a secret key, that

is only known to Bob and Alice into the cipher to produce a cipher text. In order

for Bob to read the message, he needs to use the cipher along with the correct

secret key for the decryption process. A cipher is a component that executes a

cryptographic algorithm.
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Among others, there are two widely used standards : DES and Triple DES.

The Data Encryption Standard (DES) [U.S99] was widely used for symmetric

encryption by the U.S federal government. Nowadays, DES is considered to be

insecure. For example, DES has 16 known weak and dual keys (the keys that

will turn an encrypted text into its original text by encrypting them twice) [fip].

Besides, due to the key size limitation of DES (56 bits), it is possible to break a

DES key in less than 24 hours 12.

Triple DES provides a more secure scheme. It uses DES encryption three times

with different keys [U.S99]. The current system of Ep2 standard has specified

triple DES as the cipher to use for session keys. However, it is mentioned in

the specification that AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) will be the future

standard [Con02a].

Asymmetric Algorithm Asymmetric encryption or public key cryptography

uses a pair of keys for encryption: a public key, which encrypts the data, and a

corresponding private, or a secret key for the decryption [NA98]. Figure 7 shows

a simple example of how an asymmetric encryption works.

Figure 7: Asymmetric Key Encryption/Decryption

When Alice wants to send a message to Bob, first, she needs to know Bob’s

12See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DES
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public key. Then, Alice will encrypt the message with Bob’s public key. Now, the

encrypted text can only be decrypted with Bob’s private key and no other.

RSA (stands for the initials of the inventors name: Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir

and Len Adlemen), is an algorithm that is based on the Integer Factorization

Problem (IFP) [Wei03]. To generate an RSA key pair, the first thing to do is to

compute the multiplication of n from two large prime numbers p and q. After

that, more mathematical operations will be done to get another three integers t,

e and d. A private key will consist of p, q, t, and d, and a public key will have n

and e.

2.4.2 Padding

There are two types of symmetric algorithm in general: block ciphers and stream

ciphers. Block ciphers operate with a fixed size block of plain text (usually 64

bits) as input. Stream ciphers work with streams of plain text or cipher text one

byte at a time.

Since the message size is known beforehand, Ep2 uses block ciphering for all

the symmetric cryptographic operations for better performance (the cipher works

faster with blocks of data rather than one byte of data at a time). As messages

do not usually divide into 64 bits block size, a block ciphering will not be able to

operate with the last block of the plain text. To address this problem, a padding

is introduced. Padding will insert into the last block with some regular patterns,

such as, zeros or ones till it is a complete block (see Figure 8).

Figure 8: Padding The Last Block
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2.4.3 Mode

As mentioned in the previous section, the block ciphers require an input to be in

the size of 64 bits. If we have more than one block of plain text, a cryptographic

mode is needed. A cryptographic mode is a combination of a basic cipher, a

feedback mechanism, and some simple operations (e.g., XOR).

The Ep2 standard has specified Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) as its crypto-

graphic mode. Chaining means that it has a feedback mechanism as part of the

block cipher; the encrypted result from the previous block is used as the input for

the encryption process of the current block.

2.4.4 Hash Function

The hash function or one-way function is used for message integrity, but not for

message confidentiality. A value computed by a hash function is called a hash

value. It is easy to compute the hash value, but to compute the input based on

the hash value is technically impossible. Bruce Schneier explains that a one-way

function is similar to breaking a plate: it is easy to smash the plate into pieces,

but to put all these pieces together to form the plate again is impossible [Sch96].

The Ep2 standard has chosen Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) standard for its

message hashing purpose. SHA is designed by the National Security Agency (NSA)

and published as a US government standard. SHA will take any input that is less

than 264 length and produce a hash value (message digest) of 160 bits. SHA is

considered secured because it is designed to be computationally infeasible to crack

with any given hash value [Reg92].

2.4.5 Message Authentication Code (MAC)

MAC is a key dependent one-way hash function. It has the property of an one-way

function but it is encrypted with a key. Only those with the identical key will able

to verify the hash. It provides an integrity checking mechanism to data.

For example, Alice is sending a message to Bob across an untrusted network.

Eve is eavesdropping the network, intercepts the message, and alters its content.
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If Alice has attached a hash value with the message, Eve can just compute a new

hash value after altering the message, and replace the message’s old hash value.

Bob will not know the message has been altered since the hash value tallies with

the received message.

On the other hand, if Alice has signed the message with a MAC, Eve cannot

do that because she does not have the secret key which is known to Alice and Bob.

The most common way of transforming a generated hash value into MAC is to

encrypt the hash value with a symmetric algorithm such as DES.

2.4.6 Key Exchange

A symmetric algorithm, compared to an asymmetric one, requires less computa-

tional power, yet it offers a considerable degree of security. The weakness of a

symmetric algorithm is that the secret key needs to be known by both the receiv-

ing and sending party. This requires the secret key to be transferred from one

party to another via network.

The Diffie-Hellman key-exchange protocol is designed to distribute a secret

key in a secured manner. Ep2’s secret key exchange is based on this protocol. In

Figure 9, we show how a secret key is exchanged between a terminal and a service

center using public key cryptography.

In order to start a session between a terminal and a service center, the terminal,

which is acting as the master13, will randomly generate a session key and encrypt

it with the service center’s public key. As we mentioned in the previous section,

a message which is encrypted with a public key can only be decrypted with its

respective private key. The service center will obtain the session key by decrypting

the message with the proper private key.

2.5 Ep2 Standard

Ep2 stands for EFT/POS 2000. This new electronic payment standard is a joint

project between several well known financial institutions (e.g., Credit Suisse, and

13The component that initiates the communication.
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Figure 9: A Secret Key Exchange Between a Terminal and a Service Center

Diners Club Schweiz AG), in an effort to push the new chip based EMV (Euro-

Pay/MasterCard/Visa integrated circuit standard14 to the Swiss market. In or-

der to promote interoperability among different EFT/POS infrastructures in the

world, the standard will remain open and compliant to international standards

(e.g., EMV standard),

Ep2 is a concrete, and industrial strength case study for implementing a testing

framework. The following sections will illustrate its payment system model, its

specification, its communication and cryptographic requirements.

2.5.1 Payment System Model

Ep2 defines the role of components and the interactions between these components

within a payment system model (See Figure 10). It contains 7 major entities which

are:

• Ep2 Terminal

A system used for processing transactions.

• Cardholder

14www.emvco.com
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Customers who use the card to make financial transactions.

• Point of Service

A System where customers are able to make financial transactions for

the merchandise or services.

• POS Management System

Provides the terminal management capability and the EFT-payment in-

formation retrieval facility for the merchants.

• Acquirer

A system for processing of electronic payment transactions.

• Service Center

Provides configuration and maintenance services to the terminals.

• Card

Serves as a utility for the cardholders to make the payments.

The Ep2 terminal is considered as the centre of Ep2’s communication; every

other component interacts with the Ep2 terminal. Communication between com-

ponents, other than Ep2 terminal, will only take place if it is necessary (e.g., A

service center uses COI interface to communicate with an acquirer).

Every interaction between the components is defined by a unique interface.

Two interfaces which are relevant to the testing framework will be discussed: SI-

Init and SI-Config. SI-Init is concerned with the communication between an ac-

quirer and an Ep2 terminal. It is used by an acquirer to download application

specific initialisation data. These data include the data necessary for acquirer

authentication and data submission.

SI-Config defines the communication between a service center and a terminal.

It is used by the service center to download configuration data, terminal software

and some initialisation data.

2.5.2 Specification

Ep2 has 10 manuals which amount to around 800 pages of text written with a com-

bination of natural language, and semi-natural language like UML. It has various
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Figure 10: Ep2 Payment System Model

levels of specification ranging from a high level specification such as application

level requirement to a very low level one such as the descriptions of bytes in Ep2’s

TCP/IP packet. The following section will give an idea of how these manuals are

organized, their relationship with the EMV manuals and the analysis of the Ep2

manuals.

Manual Organization Ep2 can be categorized into two types: a system and

component type manual. A system type manual contains general information

which are of common interests to all the Ep2 components. A component type
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manual gives information about the functional and non-functional requirements of

a particular component.

There are 5 manuals describing interface specifications of each Ep2 component

(Service center, Acquirer, Terminal, POS management system, and point of ser-

vice). The remaining 5 manuals belong to the system which are security, data

dictionary (details about Ep2 messages), interface specification, system use case

books and appendix.

Ep2 manuals are designed to be modular [Con02a]. Users are recommended to

get an overview of the system by reading the general requirements of Ep2 in the

system manuals, then to go into the details of their specific component by referring

to its manual.

In order to understand the component better, users must refer to the specific

system manuals to get more details. For example, if users wish to know how a

service center sends a secure message to a terminal, they would have to read the

service center component manual, then the system manuals such as the interface,

data dictionary, and security manual.

Relationship with EMV Manual Figure 10 shows that the Ep2 standard

is actually extending the EMV standard, by adding extra interfaces from various

components to the terminal. Although both standards share the same components,

their specifications for each shared component are slightly different. It is common

for Ep2 standards to make reference to the EMV standards, but not the other way

round. These references are mainly made to the EMV’s security manual.

Ep2 uses the identical cryptographic operations described in the EMV manual.

These operations are based on several international cryptographic standards such

as ISO/IEC 9797 for the techniques to create Message Authentication Codes using

a block cipher.

Analysis As mentioned before that the Ep2 manuals are organized in a modular

manner. The result of such an arrangement is that the information required to un-

derstand a certain aspect of the subject is stored separately in several documents.
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In order to have the complete information about a component, one has to search

through two or three books. What is even more troublesome to users is that Ep2

standard often leaves the detailed explanations to some external resource such as

EMV manuals. As a result, users often end up with reading manuals from Ep2

and EMV as well. Gimblet et. al point out that this kind of document structure

easily leads to inconsistencies among those documents [GRS05] (see Appendix C).

Apart from having inconsistencies, Ep2 manuals are ambiguous and confusing.

The author found a rather vague explanation of the padding process in one of the

Ep2 manuals. This text is taken from Ep2 security specification Version 1.0.1,

Section 9.2 (Data Integrity), paragraph 2:

”The padding and the splitting into 8 byte blocks follows the rules as

defined in EMV 2000: Padding with a mandatory 80 (hex) byte and

filling up to the full 8 byte block size with 00 (hex) bytes. ”

The direction of ”padding” in the specification is not clearly defined. According

to the Oxford Dictionary, the word padding is defined as superfluous material in

a book, speech, etc., introduced in order to make it reach a desired length.

By referring to the definition, padding does not suggest the direction in which

the action should be done (the front or back of the data block). Different in-

terpretations of the description above could result in two totally different data

blocks.

EMV manuals, in this case, have explicitly stated the direction of the padding.

This text is taken from EMV version 4.1 Book 2 Security and Key Management:

The padding in each situation consists of one mandatory byte of ’80’

added to the right and then the smallest number of ’00’ bytes is added

to the right so that the length of the resulting string is a multiple of 8

bytes.

The Ep2 explanation requires some detective works to guess the padding di-

rection, while EMV specifications give a clear and explicit instruction as to the

direction of padding.
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This matter should not be taken lightly as Bender mentions that about 56

percent of software defects are caused by system requirements [Ben93]. These in-

consistencies/ambiguities will hinder the proper development of Ep2 components.

Comparison between EMV and Ep2 Manuals We have seen that EMV

and Ep2 standard are inter-related. It is worth investigating the nature of both

standards and to listing the differences between these two manuals.

EMV Ep2
Manual Fee Free 1000 CH
Test Authority Multiple EMVCo certified

independent tester
One( Zuhlke Engineering
AG)

Manual Organization Self contained with little
reference to other books

modular and multiple book
references are required

Table 2: Comparison between EMV and Ep2 Manuals

EMV specifications are available to the public online15, while Ep2 requires the

member to pay around 1000 CH for the specifications16. Making the specification

available freely, EMV encourages more people to investigate and study it. Thus,

more flaws in the specifications can be found easily. Ep2, on the other hand, has

chosen to limit its specification to those who are really committed to the project by

imposing a fee for the specifications. Such an arrangement might deter potential

interested parties especially those in the academic field (with a limited budget)

from conducting a study on it.

In order to lighten the load of conducting specification certifications, EMV has

delegated the certification responsibility to various certified independent testers.

Ep2 has only one test authority (Zuhlke Engineering AG) to do the specification

certification. A centralized test authority ensures the test quality, will however,

increase the certification duration (The whole Ep2 certification requires around 7

to 12 months 17).

As mentioned before, Ep2 arranged its specification in a modular manner to

15See http://www.emvco.com
16See http://www.eftpos2000.ch
17See http://www.eftpos2000.ch/pages/public/certification/Pricelist.pdf
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make specifications update/change easy. However, it reduces the readability of

the specification; instead of having to refer to one book, developers usually require

two or more books to understand an Ep2 component. EMV, on the other hand,

tries to make the books as self-explanatory as possible to avoid this problem.

2.5.3 CEPTEST Ep2 Developer Tool

CELSI AG has produced an excellent Ep2 developer tool; developers of any Ep2

components are able to create and send messages through any message oriented

Ep2 interface. Besides, it accepts, analyses and displays messages from any Ep2

component.The author has been using this tool heavily to simulate Ep2 com-

ponents (e.g., an Ep2 terminal), and investigate the communication mechanisms

especially those that involve cryptographic operations.

CELSI AG is a member of the group of companies that created the Ep2 specifi-

cations18. The company’s involvement in this project demonstrates its expertise in

electronic payment systems particularly in regard to the international EMV2000

specification for credit cards and Ep2 technology.

2.5.4 C.A.R.U.S Ep2 Terminal Solution

C.A.R.U.S Retail Information Technology GmbH has agreed to allow their product

to be the author’s test subject. At the time of writing, the author has recently

acquired C.A.R.U.S’s terminal solution, but due to some technical issues (e.g.,

unable to setup the terminal without the proper supports from the actual service

center), we are unable to run tests on it. The company’s webpage has convinced

the author that they have an excellent Ep2 solution, backed by years of company’s

experiences in the electronics payment industry.

C.A.R.U.S group is one of the Germany’s leading IBM Business Partners with

the status of an IBM Premier Partner. Beside having several operation centers

all over Germany, C.A.R.U.S has strong business establishments in countries like

Switzerland, Romania, and Turkey. The software development concentrates on

18See http://www.celsi.ch
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software and services in the retail and health markets, which are among the com-

pany’s strengths and interests.

C.A.R.U.S is one of the seven major ep2 manufacturers with the certified ter-

minals (See www.eftpos2000.ch). Their product is known as ”cCredit”, which is an

integrated software to execute cashless transactions, e.g., at the cash register. In

additional to this, cCredit is compliant to many other certifications such as Amer-

ican Express International, Barclays Bank, Citibank, Deutsche Bank, Europay

(CH) and more. To date, C.A.R.U.S has more than 90.000 successful installations

around Europe, and is helping the clients to solve day-to-day EFT problems.

3 Implementation

3.1 Design Principles

This section describes the system’s design principles which are reflected throughout

the development process. The three key design principles are as follow :

• Robust

Ep2 standard is subject to revision of a maximum of 1 version change

every year19. In order to accommodate all the possible alterations in speci-

fications, the testing framework must be robust to adapt to those changes.

• Extensible

Till now, Ep2 has identified 7 major components as part of the spec-

ification. The number of components involved might be increased as the

specifications are getting more and more mature and complex over the years.

The testing framework must be able to extend its functionalities with the

minimum effort possible.

• Reusability

The testing framework must contain as many generalized or commonly-

used components as possible for code reuse.

19See http://www.eftpos2000.ch/pages/public/Web Releaseplan.gif
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3.2 Software Architecture

The Ep2 standard involves various technologies, such as cryptography, XML, and

TCP/IP. To tackle such a complex system, a well-designed software architecture

is required. In this section, we present the program’s architecture (see Figure 11),

as guided by the stated design principles, explanations about the structure and its

components, and the benefits of having such an architecture.

Figure 11: System Architecture

The system is composed of a number of layers. Each layer groups together a set

of components based on the task that each component is responsible for. Besides,

they are arranged in a hierarchical way, where the test application layer is the top

most layer and the network layer is the lowest layer.

Each layer not only solves a set of problems involving either the transmission

or the manipulation of the data, but also provides a well-defined service to the

higher layers.

The higher layers are logically closer to the users and deal with more abstract

data, relying on the lower layers to transform data to its physical form for either

data manipulation or transmission.

This design is based on the Open System Interconnect (OSI) reference model20.

20See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OSI model
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Here are the explanations of each layer in Figure 11:

• Test Applications

This layer deals with the testing of Ep2 components. It has three major

components: the test case generator, the test manager to execute these test

cases and the test reporter that creates the test report based on the result

obtained from the test manager.

• Ep2 Components

This layer contains a set of Ep2 components which are being used by the

test manager.

• Conversation (XML Message)

This layer deals with the manipulation of the Ep2 XML messages. A

typical conversation will consist of a sent message, a received message and

an expected message.

• Cryptography

This layer contains the necessary cryptographic operations to encrypt

and decrypt the data.

• Network

This layer deals with the network communication protocol between Ep2

components.

One of the benefits of having this layered architecture is that we are able to

divide the complexity of the system’s problems into smaller and more manageable

ones; each layer deals with the its own set of problems and provides a clear and

simple interface for the higher layer to access it.

Besides, by encapsulating the details within the layer, a better code manage-

ment and more efficient code reuse are achievable. For example, the network layer

can be replaced by a totally new code, without affecting any part of the system,

given that the new network layer still maintains the same interface. Besides, the

network layer can be reused for another program and not necessarily just for the

testing framework.

In additional to that, parallel developments on various layers are encouraged.
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Since each layer is independent, we can have different developers working on dif-

ferent layers simultaneously.

3.3 Network Layer

In this section, we will examine the components of the network layer. Before

dwelling upon the details of this layer, we will explain the structure of an Ep2’s

network packet and its data type, and how all these can be accomplished with

Java.

3.3.1 Ep2 Network Packet Structure

An Ep2 packet consists of two parts: a header and a payload. The header contains

information about the packet (e.g., packet length, specification version, and en-

coding type). The payload can only contain data in the form of an XML document

structure.

Ep2 header length varies according to the encoding type used for the com-

munication. The encoding type determines the security level the communication

needs. Three encoding types are specified by the standard. Encoding Type 0 has

the lowest security with no cryptographic property .

For Encoding Type 1, it enhances the security of the packet by introducing

MAC21 into its header to provide a message integrity check. Encoding Type 2 has

the highest security by not only providing the message integrity check, but also

the encryption of the packet’s payload before sending it out.

Despite the differences between these three encoding types, they share an 8-

byte length of common properties at the beginning of the header. The common

properties being the packet length, the Ep2 version, the Ep2 specification version

and the encoding type. Table 3 summarizes the details of the three encoding types.

For more details about the headers of each encoding type, please refer to Ep2’s

Interface Specification Manual.

Ep2 standard requires all the packets to be converted into binary format (byte)

21Message Authentication Code
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Encoding Type MAC Encrypted Payload Header Size
0 No No 8 bytes
1 Yes No 16 bytes
2 Yes Yes >41 bytes (Varies ac-

cording to the session
key cryptogram size)

Table 3: Encoding Type and Its Corresponding Header Size

before they are transmitted. In Ep2 specification, one byte is defined as 8 bits.

An Ep2 packet is constructed with the header as the beginning of the packet and

follows by the payload. The length of an Ep2 packet is calculated starting from

the field “version” in the header to the end of the payload.

3.3.2 Class Design

The “Config” and “ByteUtils” classes provide commonly used functions to all

other classes. “Config” class stores a set of configurations determined by the users

(e.g., encoding type, and interface). “ByteUtils” class contains a set of utilities

for byte manipulation. “Ep2Connection” class handles the Ep2 connection at

TCP/IP level. “ProtocolHandlerFactory”, “ProtocolHandler” and the subclasses

of “ProtocolHandler” are responsible for assembling their Ep2 packet according to

the encoding type (see Figure 12).

Figure 12: Network Layer Class Diagram
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3.3.3 Workflow Diagram

This section describes how the Network Layer’s classes work as a whole, by using

a workflow diagram (see Figure 13) which shows the usage of each participating

class in various stages.

“Ep2Connection” is the main class in this layer. The higher layers such as

the Test Application will send or receive any Ep2 messages via “Ep2Connection”.

“Ep2Connection” needs to be instantiated with the proper “Config” object (with

the correct encodingType) and a Java Socket object to function correctly.

If the encodingType exists, “Ep2Connection” will have the correct “Protocol-

Handler” object returned by “ProtocolHandlerFactory” to format its Ep2 packets.

Once the Ep2 connection is established, we can either send or receive a message.

Sending a message involves several processes: first, “Ep2Connection” will gen-

erate an Ep2 header based on the message using “ProtocolHandler”, and then

the generated header and the message will be merged together using the concat

method of the “ByteUtils” class to form the Ep2 packet. This packet will be sent

across the TCP/IP network using “Ep2Connection”.

In order to receive a message, the “Ep2Connection” object will wait for another

party to send an Ep2 packet. Once the packet has been received, it will proceed

to the “ProtocolHandler” object to verify it (e.g., validating the header and the

content of the packet).

If the packet is valid, “ProtocolHandler” will extract the message and return it

back to “Ep2Connection”. At this stage, the message is still in byte array format.

In order for a higher layer to use the message’s content, it will be first converted

into a string using Java’s built-in method toString(). The Ep2 connection will

be terminated once there are no more messages to send or receive.

3.3.4 The Classes in Detail

Config Class This class is extensively used by many classes throughout the

program. It stores configuration settings in pairs of [attribute, value]. A

value can be obtained by putting the matching attribute value as the argument
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Figure 13: Network Layer Workflow Diagram
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in the get method. The sample code below shows the usage of “Config”:

// instantiate Config object
Config config = new Config();

// setting the setting attribute/value pair
config.set("attribute1", "value1");

// this will return String "value1"
config.get("attribute1");

// this will return empty string
config.get("unknown");

“Config” is a concrete class. Once the object has been created, a new [attribute,

value]pair can be stored in it by invoking the set method. The set method needs

the attribute name as the method’s argument to retrieve the corresponding value.

If an [attribute, value] pair does not exist in the object, it will return an

empty string.

“Config” uses Java’s built-in Collection framework,“HashMap” as its storage.

“Config” is a subclass of “HashMap”, which only allows the [attribute, value]

pair to be in String type instead of a more general type such as Object. Besides,

“Config”’s set method regulates the inputs for an [attribute, value] pair; no

multiple whitespace can be used either as an attribute or a value. In addition

to that, “Config” extends “HashMap” by providing facilities such as debugging,

and converting the configuration sets into XML element.

Ep2Connection Class This class handles the connection between Ep2 compo-

nents. It deals with the sending and the receiving of Ep2 packets. This connection

object supports two communication modes: a client and server mode. In order to

simplify the usage of this class, 4 public function calls are allowed: open() to estab-

lish a connection, write("text") to send ”text” to another component, read()

to receive a message from the other party, and close() to close the established

connection.

“Ep2Connection” uses Java built-in network libraries (Socket, DataInputStream

and DataOutputstream) to manage the TCP/IP connection. The following code
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shows the usage of “Ep2Connection”:

Config config = new Config();
config.set("encodingType", 0);
Socket socket = new Socket("127.0.0.1", 6625);

// instantiate Ep2Connection
Ep2Connection con = new Ep2Connection(socket, config);
// Open connection
con.open();
// Send "hello" to other party
con.write("hello");
// Receive message from other party
String message = con.read();
// Close established connection
con.close();

“Ep2Connection” requires two objects as the constructor’s arguments. First,

the “Config” object to provide information about the encoding type. Second, the

Java Socket Object has to be configured with the proper settings (Internet Address

and Port). Besides, the “Config” object is required to have the encodingType set

to a certain value (e.g., 0). Based on the supplied encodingType, “Ep2Connection”

will try to find the appropriate “ProtocolHandler” for it.

Once the “Ep2Connection” object has been instantiated, a connection needs

to be established. The open() method needs to be invoked to open a connection.

If the connection is successfully established, the user can either send or receive

messages from the other party.

The write() method is used to send a message to the receiver. It requires a

plaintext message as the argument. The method will first convert the plaintext into

a sequence of bytes before attaching a proper header, depending on which encoding

type the “Config” object supplies to it. Once the process is accomplished, it will

be sent to the receiver.

In order to receive a message from the receiver, the read() method needs to

be called. It delegates the payload-extracting job to the “ProtocolHandler” (e.g.,

decrypting the payload).

The “Ep2Connection” is not able to receive and send messages simultaneously.

The author has deliberately made it so, based on two reasons: first, Ep2 compo-
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nents do not necessarily require this feature 22. Second, by allowing this feature,

we would need to include the Java multi-threaded feature in the “Ep2Connection”,

which might cause a race condition in the program if it is not programmed care-

fully. Oaks and Wong define race condition as a situation when the order of

execution of two or more threads may affect some variables or the outcome in the

program [OW99].

ProtocolHandler Class The “ProtocolHandler” class handles the Ep2 packet

construction. It has the common methods and the same header field attributes

used by all the subclasses (e.g., the methods such as getHeader() and the header

fields such as packetLength). In order to provide a simple interface for the higher

layer to send an Ep2 message, there is only one method to use: the getPacket

method. The only argument needed by the method is the Ep2 message string.

After receiving the message, it generates the proper header, attaches the payload

with the header to form the Ep2 packet and returns the packet in byte array

format. For receiving an Ep2 packet, users have to use only the getPayLoad()

method to retrieve the message.

Since the specifications for each encoding type are different, the implementa-

tions of getPacket and getPayLoad are defined by the subclasses separately. For

example, getPacket of the “Encoding0” is different from the one in the “Encod-

ing1”. At the time of writing, only two encoding types have been fully imple-

mented: Encoding Type 0 and Encoding Type 1.

ProtocolHandlerFactory Class As shown in Figure 12, the “ProtocolHandler-

Factory” acts as a middle man between “Ep2Connection” and “ProtocolHandler”

classes. Its function is to provide the proper encoding implementation (“Proto-

colHandler” object) to the “Ep2Connection” based on the “Config” object. The

“ProtocolHandler”’s subclasses, such as “Encoding0‘”, contain the Ep2 standard

encoding type 0’s implementation. This design pattern is known as the Factory

method [GHJV94].

22see Ep2 Interface Specification Manuals pages 10-24 ”The sender of the primary message
cannot send another primary message until the receiver responds with a secondary message”
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The design pattern is chosen based on several situations faced in the program:

• All the encoding types share some common properties (e.g., the first 4 fields

at the beginning of all encoding type headers). The “ProtocolHandler” ob-

ject is created to store all these common methods and attributes so that they

can be reused.

• The “Ep2Connection” does not know which encoding type the users will be

using. With the Factory method, the decision can be made at runtime.

• A new encoding type can be easily added without any changes to the code;

it only needs to be one of the subclasses of the “ProtocolHandler”.

The following code shows the usage of “ProtocolHandlerFactory” within the

“Ep2Connection” class:

ProtocolHandler temp;
Config config = new Config();

config.set("encodingType", "0");

// protocolHandler is Encoding0
temp = ProtocolHandlerFactory.getProtocolHandler(config.get("encodingType");

config.set("encodingType", "1");

// protocolHandler is Encoding1
temp = ProtocolHandlerFactory.getProtocolHandler(config.get("encodingType");

The encodingType of the “Config” object determines which “ProtocolHandler”

will be returned by the “ProtocolHandlerFactory”. The “ProtocolHandler” object

selection is based on a series of if, else-if and else statements:

ProtocolHandler temp = null;
if (type.equals(ENCODING0)) {

temp = new Encoding0();
} else if (type.equals(ENCODING1)) {

temp = new Encoding1();
} else if (type.equals(ENCODING2)) {

temp = new Encoding2();
} else {

throw new IllegalArgumentException("Protocol Handler " + type +
" is not found" );

}
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It will do string matchings between the encodingType (supplied by “Config”)

and all the if-else conditions (e.g., if (type.equals(ENCODING0))). If there

is a match, the “ProtocolHandlerFactory” will return the selected “ProtocolHan-

dler”’s subclass. For instance, if the encodingType matches the string value of

ENCODING0, “ProtocolHandlerFactory” will return the“ProtocolHandler” of type

“Encoding0”.

ByteUtils Class The “ByteUtils” class stores a collection of commonly used

methods for byte manipulation. All these methods are static, in order not to

instantiate a “ByteUtils” object to use them within the class. As mentioned before,

an Ep2 packet is made of a sequence of bytes. In Java, this sequence of bytes

is represented with an array of byte type, better known as a byte array (e.g.,

byte[] thisIsAByteArray).

In the network layer, the“ByteUtils” class is being used for three purposes:

1. Merging Two Byte Arrays

An Ep2 packet consists of two parts: the header and the payload. These

two parts are represented by byte arrays. Since Java does not provide

a built-in function for byte array merging, the concat(byte[] oldData,

byte[] newData) method has been created. It appends the newData at the

back of oldData, and returns the result. This function is mainly used to

construct the Ep2 header as well as to append the payload to the header

to form the Ep2 packet. Please refer to the following code for more details

about the usage:

byte[] header = {(byte)0x11, (byte)0x22};
byte[] payload = {(byte)0x33, (byte)0x44};

// we get 0x11, 0x22, 0x33, 0x44
byte[] ep2Packet = ByteUtils.concat(header, payload);

// we get 0x33, 0x44, 0x11, 0x22
byte[] anotherEp2Packet = ByteUtils.concat(payload, header);

In the sample code, we have constructed two byte arrays : the header

and the payload variables. The ByteUtils.concat() method is used to
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merge these two byte arrays together. The byte array which serves as the

second argument to the method concat() will be appended behind the first

argument’s byte array.

The merging mechanism involves two steps: first, we create a byte array

big enough to fit those two byte arrays, and then, we copy the first byte

array into the newly created array. This will be followed by the second byte

array. The copying of a byte array is done using Java’s built in array copying

method System.arraycopy().

2. Extracting a Certain Portion of the Byte Array.

We need a method that allows us to extract any portion of the Ep2

packet. This can be done using the getData() method, which requires

three arguments: first, the byte array, then the index or the starting po-

sition, and finally the required data length. The inner working of this

method is very similar to the ByteUtils.concat() method which requires

the System.arraycopy() method to copy a portion of the byte array.

byte[] data = {(byte)0x11, (byte)0x22, (byte)0x33};
int startPosition = 1; // first byte position
int copyLength = 2; //copying three bytes

// temp will have 0x22, 0x33
byte[] temp = ByteUtils.getData(data, startPosition, copyLength);

In the sample code, we have a byte array of length 3. The startPosition

is always calculated from 0 and not 1. That is the reason why 0x22 byte

position is 1 and not 2. The copyLength indicates how many bytes we need.

3. Calculate Ep2’s Packet Length

The Ep2 standard requires the packet length information to be stored in

the first 4 bytes of the header. Java stores an integer in 4 bytes (32 bits).

The sample code below shows how the splitting is done:

// just an example:
// int input in binary form is 0x11, 0x22, 0x33, 0x44

byte[] temp = new byte[4];
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// temp[0] = 0x11
temp[0] = (byte)(( input >> 24 ) & 0xFF );

// temp[1] = 0x22
temp[1] = (byte)(( input >> 16 ) & 0xFF );

// temp[2] = 0x33
temp[2] = (byte)(( input >> 8 ) & 0xFF );

// temp[3] = 0x44
temp[3] = (byte)( input & 0xFF );

The idea is to split the 32-bit integer value into four 8-bit (1 byte) blocks

(starting from the most significant bit). The right shift bit operator, >> is

used to shift the bits to the right hand side, for example, input >> 24 means

that input will be shifted to the right for 24 bits. Then, it will be ANDed

with value of 0xFF (in hexadecimal representation). This process is known

as masking, and filters out the irrelevant bits.

This way of storing the packet length value is called “Big-endian”23,

where the most significant byte is stored at the memory location with the

lowest address (e.g., temp[0] stores the most significant bit 0x11).

So far, we have seen how an integer can be converted into 4 bytes. Now,

we will do the reverse process – converting 4 bytes into integer. The process

is very similar to that shown above:

(( input[0] & 0xFF ) << 24 ) +
(( input[1] & 0xFF ) << 16 ) +
(( input[2] & 0xFF ) << 8 ) +
( input[3] & 0xFF );

Instead of doing a right shift bit operation, we will do the masking process

to get the relevant 8 bits that we require. Then, we will do a left shift

operation, <<, which will shift the input’s bits to the left hand side (e.g.,

(( input[0] & 0xFF ) << 24 ) meaning that the input[0] will be shifted

to the left for 24 bits). After all 4 bytes have been masked and shifted

accordingly, their values are added together to get the integer value.

23http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big endian
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3.4 Cryptography Layer

In this section, we will examine how the cryptographic components in this layer

help to format an Ep2 packet according to its encoding type. Before we can do so,

it is necessary to know the cryptographic processes specified by the Ep2 standard.

This is followed by the description of how these processes can be implemented by

Java.

As mentioned before, there are only two encoding types which have crypto-

graphic properties: Encoding Type 1 and Encoding Type 2. The following mate-

rials will only cover Encoding Type 1. It is beyond the scope of this project to

implement Encoding Type 2.

3.4.1 Encoding 1 - MAC Generation

The MAC generation process is based on ISO/IEC 9797-1 which uses 64-bit DES

block cipher and CBC mode [EMV04]. The computation of MAC involves the

following technique and components:

1. Padding and Blocking

Since the implementation involves a 64-bit block cipher, the message has

to be divided into multiple 8-byte blocks. Padding is used to ensure that

the message’s last block is 8 bytes. The specification for the padding process

is according to ISO/IEC 7816-4 standard; If the message’s last block is less

than 8 bytes, a mandatory 0x8024 byte should be appended to the right of

the block. This is then followed by a minimum number of 0x00 byte, so that

the length of the last block will be 8 bytes (see Figure 8). The following

example illustrates the padding process:

Before Padding After Padding
============================ ============================
11 22 33 44 55 66 77 88 (hex) --> 11 22 33 44 55 66 77 88 (hex)
11 22 33 44 55 66 77 (hex) --> 11 22 33 44 55 66 77 80 (hex)
11 22 33 44 (hex) --> 11 22 33 44 80 00 00 00 (hex)

24Hexadecimal representation of one byte.
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On the left hand side of the example, three samples of the message’s last

block are presented: 8-byte, 7-byte and 4-byte block size. The result of the

padding is shown on the right hand side of the example. If the last block

is 8 bytes, no padding will be needed in this case. For the last block with

7 bytes, it must have the mandatory 0x80 byte attached to it. Since the

block size is now 8 bytes after the padding, no 0x00 byte is needed. For the

4-byte block, apart from appending the 0x80 byte, it needs to get the block

size to be 8 bytes. This can only be accomplished by padding the block with

multiple 0x00 bytes (in this case, it will be 3 0x00 bytes).

2. Session Key Variants

As mentioned in the Section 2.4.5, MAC is an encrypted one-way hash

value. A key is needed for the encryption and the decryption process (for an

Ep2 communication, it will be a session key). The Ep2 standard specifies that

each established session between two parties is required to have a random-

generated session key shared between them.

In order to prevent a session key from being misused, the session key is

not used directly, but a set of 5 session key variants is generated instead.

Among all these session key variants, only two are directly related to our

topic discussion: <Session Key Variant MAC Send> and

<Session Key Variant MAC Receive>.

The former is used for all messages sent by the master(the Ep2 com-

ponent which initiates the communication). The latter is used for all mes-

sages sent to the master. Each session key variant has its own unique us-

age so that a session key variant cannot be used for other purposes (e.g.,

<Session Key Variant MAC Send> cannot be used by a slave to send an

Ep2 message to another party).

A session key variant is generated by modulo-2 addition(XOR) of the

session key with a specific and unique constant value.

Figure 14 shows the whole process of how a MAC can be generated from an

Ep2 message. First, the SHA-1 algorithm will take the message as the input, to
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produce a hash value, which can have a maximum size of 160-bits. Then, the hash

value has to be padded so that it will be in multiple 8-byte lengths. For example,

the last block of the hash value, X3, is attached with a block P after the padding,

so that it will be an 8-byte block.

Once the padding is done, the hash value is split into three 8-byte blocks: X1,

X2 and X3 + P. The first block is denote as X1, the second block as X2, and the

last block as X3 in this example. Each of these blocks serves as an input for the

computation of the MAC. Block ciphering with CBC mode requires an initial value

to be XORed with the first block (X1) to kick start the process. Hence, this initial

value, also known as Initial Vector (IV), is introduced. Ep2 has specified that the

IV value must be “00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00”.

The session key variants for Ep2 are 16 bytes which are subdivided into two

8-byte keys: K1 and K2. The former is used for DES encryption and the latter is

used for DES decryption.

The MAC computation starts off with the first block, X1, which XORs with

the Initial Vector. The resultant of this will be encrypted with K1. The ciphertext,

C1, is used as the value to be XORed with the second block, X2. These processes

will be repeated till they reach the last block.

The implementation of the last block, X3 + P, is different from the others.

Instead of the single DES encryption process like the previous blocks, it uses the

triple DES encryption method. Once the ciphertext of the block X2 has been

XORed with the last block, it will first to be encrypted with K1. The encrypted

last block will then be decrypted with the key K2, and then encrypted with K1

again to obtain the 8-byte MAC value.

3.4.2 Class Diagram

Figure 15 shows the interactions between components, which are relevant for the

cryptography layer. Some common components (e.g., “ByteUtils”) are being men-

tioned again in this section. However, only the related components’ functionalities

will be discussed.

Apart from merging two byte arrays, “ByteUtils” computes the XOR result
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Figure 14: An Example of The MAC Computation Process

from two byte arrays via the XOR method, which is used by the “SessionKeyVari-

ant” class to generate the session key variants. The “CryptoUtils” class contains

all the cryptographic operations necessary for Encoding Type One.
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Figure 15: Cryptography Layer Class Diagram

3.4.3 Workflow Diagram

The interactions of the components in the Cryptography Layer will be described

with the aid of Figure 14. The Ep2 message has to be converted into its hash value

using the getHashValueSHA1 method which is available in the “CryptoUtils” class.

Before the generated hash value can be split, its length has to be in multiples

of 8 bytes. The getPaddedData method of the “CryptoUtils” class will ensure

that the hash value has the required length. Once it has been padded, the MAC

can be generated using the generateMac method, which requires three arguments:

the hash value, and the keys which are generated by the “SessionKeyVariant”.

3.4.4 The Classes in Detail

CryptoUtils “CryptoUtils” is being heavily utilized in the Crytography Layer.

It provides three functions which are essential to generate the Ep2’s specified MAC:

1. Hashing

Java has a wide range of hashing functions to choose from. The SHA-1

implementation is included in Java’s built-in cryptographic library which is

the java.security package. The following code shows how SHA-1 hashing

is done on an Ep2 message:

public byte[] getHashValueSHA1(byte[] data) {
// temporary hash value storage variable
byte[] digest = null;

try {
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// request for SHA-1 hash algorithm
MessageDigest sha1 = MessageDigest.getInstance("SHA-1");
// set the data as input
sha1.update(data);
// compute hash value
digest = sha1.digest();

} catch (NoSuchAlgorithmException e) { e.printStackTrace(); }

// return hash value
return digest;

}

Notice that Java’s SHA-1 implementation requires 7 lines of code (ig-

noring the code comments). It demonstrates the ease of use of Java’s cryp-

tographic library. First, we declare the hashing algorithm we require by

supplying the name of the algorithm, ’’SHA-1’’, as the argument to the

MessageDigest.getInstance method.

If the algorithm implementation name in the library matches the sup-

plied argument, it will return an instance of the hashing implementation.

Once we have obtained the instance, we supply the data to be hashed via

the sha1.update(data) method. Finally, we can obtain the hash value by

invoking the sha1.digest() method.

2. Padding

There are many padding schemes provided by Java’s library (e.g., PKCS

#5). However, none of these schemes matches the process specified by the

Ep2 standard. Thus, we have to create our own padding scheme as follows:

public byte[] getPaddedData(byte[] data) {
// if it needs to pad
if ((data.length % BLOCK_SIZE) != 0) {

// pad with mandatory padding
data = ByteUtils.concat(data, MANDATORY_PADDING);
// appending zero till it is multiple of 8 bytes
while ((data.length % BLOCK_SIZE) != 0) {

data = ByteUtils.concat(data, ZERO);
}

}
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// return the padded data
return data;

}

In order to check whether the data has to be padded or not, the modulo

operator, % is used. If the statement (data.length % BLOCK_SIZE) returns

the value zero, it indicates that the data is of the size of multiple BLOCK_SIZE

(8-byte block). If not, we first have to pad it as what we shown in the code:

ByteUtils.concat(data, MANDATORY_PADDING).

Afterwards, if the data is yet of the size of multiple 8-byte blocks, we

will fill it up with the ZERO byte in the while loop.

3. MAC Computation

The MAC generation process is a combination of hashing, padding and

64-bit block cipher with CBC-mode operations. The following code how we

realize this process in Java:

public byte[] generateXmlMac(byte[] xmlData,
byte[] sessionKeyVariant) {

// Hash the value of xml data first
xmlData = getHashValueSHA1(xmlData);

// key 1 (left 8 bytes) Accordance to EMV2000-2 Section A
byte[] key1 = ByteUtils.getData(sessionKeyVariant, 0, 8);
// key 2 (Right 8 bytes)
byte[] key2 = ByteUtils.getData(sessionKeyVariant,
(sessionKeyVariant.length - 8), 8);

return generateMac(xmlData, key1, key2);
}

First, we generate the hash value based on the data provided. Then, we

obtain the sessionKeyVariant which is 16 bytes, that are further divided

into two 8-byte keys namely, Key1 and Key2. All these arguments are then

fed into the generateMac method where the actual MAC computation is

done (We divide the code into multiple segments for ease of discussion):
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public byte[] generateMac(byte[] data, byte[] key1, byte[] key2) {
// temporary
byte[] temp = null;

// padding the data
byte[] paddedData = getPaddedData(data);

We introduce a temporary byte array variable, temp, to store the value.

We first pad the data before proceeding to the cryptographic components

initialization stage:

try {
// Intialise Vector
IvParameterSpec iv = new IvParameterSpec(ivData);

// initialise both ciphers
Cipher desEncrypt = Cipher.getInstance(DES + "/CBC/NoPadding");
Cipher desDecrypt = Cipher.getInstance(DES + "/CBC/NoPadding");

// secret keys
SecretKeySpec desEncryptKey = new SecretKeySpec(key1, DES);
SecretKeySpec desDecryptKey = new SecretKeySpec(key2, DES);

// set cipher parameters
desEncrypt.init(Cipher.ENCRYPT_MODE, desEncryptKey, iv);
desDecrypt.init(Cipher.DECRYPT_MODE, desDecryptKey, iv);

There are 4 steps in this initialization stage: first, we instantiate the

IvParameterSpec object which stores the IV value, ivData. Next, we get

the two cipher instances by invoking the Cipher.getInstance method. The

argument, DES + "/CBC/NoPadding", indicates that we need a DES cipher

with CBC mode and no padding scheme (since we have padded it before

this).

The following step is to create the secret key object for the ciphers using

the SecretKeySpec method. In the example, we instantiate two secret keys:

key1 and key2. The final step in the initialization stage is to configure the

cipher with all the preset parameters using the desEncrypt.init method. In

this method, we will set the cipher’s mode (either encrypting or decrypting),
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the secret key to be used, and the IV. Once these steps are done, we will

move on to the computation stage:

// ========First round encryption =========
temp = desEncrypt.doFinal(paddedData);

// we want the last 8-bytes block encrypted data only
temp = ByteUtils.getData(temp, (temp.length - 8), 8);

// =========Decrypt then Encrypt ==========
temp = desDecrypt.doFinal(temp);
temp = desEncrypt.doFinal(temp);

} catch (Exception e) {
e.printStackTrace();

}

return temp;
}

When we invoke the desEncrypt.doFinal(paddedData) method, we

are implementing the process described in Figure 14 right up to where we

get the ciphertext C3. The temp variable stores the values for all the ci-

phertexts (e.g., C1, C2, and C3 ). Since we only need the last block of

the ciphertext, we will extract it by using the ByteUtils.getData(temp,

(temp.length - 8), 8) method and overwrite the content of temp with the

extracted value.

Afterwards, we will implement the last two processes: decrypt the temp

variable with Key2 and encrypt it again with Key1 to get the MAC.

SessionKeyVariant This class is used to create two session key variants used

for Encoding Type One. In order to instantiate the object, we need to have the

16-byte session key. The constant values used to generate the session key variants

are shown below:

private final static byte[] C_MAC_SEND = {(byte) 0xEB, (byte) 0x5A };
private final static byte[] C_MAC_RECV = {(byte) 0x93, (byte) 0x09 };
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These two constant values should be in 16-byte size, but they are represented

by only two bytes. This is because their values are repeated every two bytes, and

the ByteUtils.XOR method is smart enough to reuse these constant values to be

applied to the rest of the session key. Here is a sample code of how the session key

variants can be obtained:

// getting the Session Key Variant MAC Send
public byte[] getMacSend() {

return ByteUtils.XOR(sessionKey, C_MAC_SEND);
}

// getting the session key variant MAC Receive
public byte[] getMacReceive() {

return ByteUtils.XOR(sessionKey, C_MAC_RECV);
}

As we can see, the constant value (e.g., C MAC SEND) is XORed with the

16-bit session key to produce the required session key variant. In this class, we

support two session key variant generations: <Session Key Variant MAC Send>

(getMacSend()) and <Session Key Variant MAC Receive> (getMacReceive())

ByteUtils - XOR method The “ByteUtils” class is used to compute the XOR

result of a session key and its constant value. The following code explains how the

process is done:

public static byte[] XOR(byte[] firstData, byte[] secondData) {
// create a temp storage
byte[] temp = new byte[firstData.length];

// this is for the index for sessionKeyVariantConstant
int j = 0;

for (int i = 0; i < firstData.length; i++) {
j = i % secondData.length;
// XOR is done here
temp[i] = (byte) (firstData[i] ^ secondData[j]);

}
return temp;

}

We create a temporary variable, temp, to store the XOR result. Then, every

byte within the firstData will be XORed with a corresponding secondData byte
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value in a for loop.

As mentioned before, the XOR method helps to reduce the storage requirement

for the constant value in the variables of the “SessionKeyVariant” class from 16-

byte to only 2-byte array. And this is thanks to the nature of the constant values

which are repeated every two bytes. We are able to capitalize on this by using

the modulo operator in order to reuse the constant value for every 2 bytes in

firstData (j = i % secondData.length).

3.5 XML Layer (Conversation)

The XML Layer is created to handle all the Ep2 XML messages. In this section,

we will present the material as follows: first, the explanation of Ep2 interfaces

(SI-Config and SI-Init) XML message, then a class diagram to describe the design

approach. This is followed by a workflow diagram to give an idea of how these

classes interact with each other. Finally, the descriptions of the classes’ implemen-

tation.

3.5.1 SI-Init and SI-Config

As mentioned before, the Ep2 standard describes every communication between

two Ep2 components using a unique interface. SI-Init defines the communication

protocol between a terminal and an acquirer, whereas SI-Config is used between

a terminal and a service center. The difference between these two interfaces lies

in the message types an Ep2 component is able to send to and receive from a

terminal.

Despite the difference, all the Ep2 XML messages share some common proper-

ties:

1. Attributes can only exist at the first child of the root element and the root

element.

2. No empty tag is allowed.

3. The attribute msgnum can only exist in the the first child of the root element.

4. The first child of the root element’s tag name will be the message type.
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5. No repetitive element name is allowed within one document (e.g., TrmID

cannot appear twice in the same document).

3.5.2 Class Diagram

Figure 16 shows the classes of the XML Layer. The “Conversation” class is created

to emulate an Ep2 dialog between two Ep2 components. In order to send or receive

any Ep2 messages, it relies on the “Ep2Connection” class. The “XmlMessageFac-

tory” object helps the “Conversation” class to select the proper “XmlMessage”

object to use according to the “Config” object.

Figure 16: The XML Layer

3.5.3 Workflow Diagram

The “Conversation” class acts as the manager for all Ep2’s conversations. It stores

all the XML messages and decides which one should be sent or received. Before a

“Conversation” object is able to function, it requires an “XmlMessage” object to

generate or store the XML messages(see Figure 17).

Since XML messages differ in their interfaces, the “XmlMessageFactory” is in

charge of deciding which “XmlMessage”’s subclass should be used based on the

setting provided by the “Config” object.

If there is no more “XmlMessage” object to be added into a “Conversation”

object, it can proceed to run mode in which it can either send or receive a message.
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If it is sending a message, it will first get an Ep2 XML template from the filesystem

(the template is determined by the “Config” object). Then, the XML template

message’s element values (e.g., TrmID value) will be replaced with new values before

it is sent out.

After receiving a message, the “Conversation” object will construct it into a

JDOM object so that we will be able to extract the element names and their

corresponding value easily.

3.5.4 The Classes Detail

XmlMessageFactory This class determines the proper “XmlMessage” object

based on the supplied “Config” object. The usage of this class is demonstrated in

the following code:

// instantiate Config object
Config config = new Config();

// setting it to get SI-Config interface
config.set("interfacename", "SIConfig");
// returning SIConfig XmlMessage
XmlMessageFactory.getXmlMessage(config);

// setting it to get SI-Init interface
config.set("interfacename", "SIInit");
// returning SIInit XmlMessage
XmlMessageFactory.getXmlMessage(config);

As we can see, the “Config” object is crucial for providing all the necessary

user settings. By changing the value for interfaceName in the “Config” object,

we get a different “XmlMessage” from the “XmlMessageFactory” object.

XmlMessage and Its Subclasses (SI-Config and SI-Init) The subclasses of

“XmlMessage” contain the implementation of the two Ep2 specified interfaces (SI-

Config and SI-Init). Apart from the settings obtained from the “Config” object,

the “XmlMessage” object allows local settings for every one of its instances via the

set method (we will discuss it in more detail later). In general, an “XmlMessage”

object is used for two situations:
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Figure 17: The XML Layer Workflow Diagram

1. Generating a Send Message

When sending an Ep2 message, we need to generate the Ep2 message in

XML format. This task is not as easy as it seems. There are a few situations

to be considered:
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• Each Ep2 interface consists of many different XML messages (13 mes-

sage types for SI-Init and 15 message types for SI-Config).

• Some Ep2 interface messages have the same name but different imple-

mentation (both SI-Config and SI-Init have Session End message type).

• Some elements in an Ep2 XML message will only exist if a certain

condition is met (e.g., ep2:TrxSeqCnt, will only exist in SI-Config’s

Session End message if the previous message requests it).

JDOM has very good API for creating a new XML document(see Sec-

tion 2.1.2). However, to create so many types of XML messages for each

interface using JDOM is time consuming and very troublesome to program.

A more elegant solution to this problem is to create a template for each XML

document in the interface. This technique has two major advantages: first,

we eliminate the need to create an XML document from scratch (just load-

ing the template from the filesystem). Second, we can add more templates

to the interface without changing the program code, which makes it more

flexible.

However, this technique has a problem; the elements’ values from the

template are always the same. In order to change these elements’ values

in the XML document string, we use the regular expression (regex) string

matching and replacing technique. First, we will discuss the code for imple-

menting the template technique:

public String getPrefixedTemplate()
throws IOException, JDOMException {

String filename = (String) elementData.get("filename");
String templatePath = (String) config.get("templatePath");
String filePath = templatePath + filename;

// getting the jdom document object
try {

doc = builder.build(new File(filePath));
} catch (JDOMException e) {

this.isWellFormed = false;
throw e;

}
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// output xml document into string
String xmlMessage = this.getXmlMessage();

The getPrefixedTemplate method is called upon whenever we want to

generate an Ep2 message for sending. The idea is simple; first, we need

to have a storage structure to organize all the message types. We create

a template folder (/template/) which has a list of folders, each of them

named after an interface name (e.g., interfaceFolder). Within one in-

terface folder, we create all the possible XML messages it can have (e.g.,

messageType.xml). In order to retrieve a message template, the things we

need to know the interface name and the location of where all the message

are stored. Combinining all these together, we will get the storage path

of a particular message template, such as /template/interfaceFolder/

messageType.xml.

Once we have the storage structure in place, we will customize a par-

ticular message with two settings: local setting (elementData) and global

setting (config). Global setting affects all XML messages within the same

conversation, whereas local setting only applies to one particular message. In

the code, we shown that the filename, or message type setting is obtained

from elementData. On the other hand, the templatePath determines which

interface folder the message type shall be retrieved from.

Instead of loading the content of the template file as a string, we choose

to build it as a JDOM XML Document object to ensure that the selected

template is in XML format and no other. Once the JDOM XML Document

object is converted into string, we can start replacing the template element

values with the new ones. The code is as follows:

// local setting
xmlMesage = replaceElementData(xmlMessage,

elementData.getConfigList());
// then with global setting
xmlMessage = replaceElementData(xmlMessage, config.getConfigList());
// then change the msgnum
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xmlMessage = replaceMsgNum(xmlMessage);

There are 3 steps in this process: first, we will replace all the element

values with the local settings (e.g., ConfDlMode in SessionStart message).

This is followed by the global settings (e.g., TrmID). Finally, we will replace

the msgnum attribute value with the proper one using the replaceMsgNum

method. The text replacement is done using Java’s string built-in regular

expression function. The code below shows how this can be done:

private String replaceMsgNum(String xmlMessage) {
String msgNum = (String) elementData.get("msgnum");
String regex = "msgnum=\"[0-9]+\"";
String newValue = "msgnum=" + "\"" + msgNum + "\"";
xmlMessage = xmlMessage.replaceAll(regex, newValue);

return xmlMessage;
}

The replaceAll method is called upon to make all the string replace-

ments within the xmlMessage string variable. It requires two arguments:

first, we need to have the string we want to match (most of the time, a

regular expression is used). Second, a new string to replace the matched

string. The regular expression "msgnum=\"[0-9]+\"" means that we want

to match a string that has the value “msgnum=” and is followed by at least

one numerical character. For example, msgnum=’’123456’’ will be a match,

but not for msgnum=’’abc’’.

2. Processing A Received Message

Upon the receiving of a message, “XmlMessage” will construct a JDOM

Document object from it. This is done so that we can retrieve all the element

names and their values, the message types and the message numbers easily.

Here is a code that illustrates this process:

public void build(String xmlMessage) throws IOException {
StringReader reader = new StringReader(xmlMessage);
try {
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// build JDOM Document
this.doc = builder.build(reader);
this.isWellFormed = true;

// get the message type
analyseType(doc.getRootElement());

// get element name and its value, and message number
analyse(doc.getRootElement());

} catch (JDOMException e) {
}

}

The “build” method is called upon to process a received message. The

message string is converted into Java’s StringReader object as required by

the JDOM’s build method. Once the JDOM Document is successfully built,

analyseType and analyse will retrieve all the important elements from the

document.

Conversation The “Conversation” class handles the dialog between Ep2 com-

ponents. Each dialog involves an act of sending a message, receiving a message, or

both. Hence, a “Conversation” object can switch to different dialog configurations

by setting the communication mode. There are four communication modes for a

dialog: send, receive, send then receive and receive then send. The send

mode will only allow the object to send out a message, whereas the receive mode

will only accept an incoming message from the other party. A “Conversation”

object can store a maximum of three “XmlMessage” objects: one for sending,

one for receiving and one for the expected result. The code shows the usage of

“Conversation” class:

// setting it to get SI-Init interface
config.set("interfacename", "SIInit");

// First Message
XmlMessage msg1 = XmlMessageFactory.getXmlMessage(config);

// Second Message
XmlMessage msg2 = XmlMessageFactory.getXmlMessage(config);

// Change local settings for each message
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msg1.set("filename", "sessionstart");
msg2.set("filename", "sessionend");

// instantiate conversation object
Conversation con = new Conversation();

// add message into Conversation object
con.add(msg1);
con.add(msg2);

// setting the conversation mode
// to "send then receive"
con.set("send_receive");

// run the conversation
con.run();

The example code shows the implementation of the workflow shown in Fig-

ure 17. First, we generate two “XmlMessage” objects, msg1 and msg2, by using

the global setting, config. After that, each “XmlMessage” object is assigned to

a message type by setting the filename attribute in the local setting.

Next, we instantiate a conversation object, con, which is used to add in two

“XmlMessage” objects. Before we can execute all the messages inside con, we need

to set the conversation mode. In the example, we have set it to the send_receive

mode which indicates that the first message is to be sent and the second message

is the object to be received from the other party.

3.6 Ep2 Component Layer

This layer contains a set of Ep2 component classes. It is a simple class, whose

primary aim is to store a list of “Conversation” object within it and execute them.

In this section, we will have a brief discussion about the class diagram. This is

then followed by a workflow diagram to explain how all the classes operate in this

layer and the explanations of how these classes can be realized in Java.

3.6.1 Class Diagram

These classes are designed in such a way that the program knows which of the

“Ep2Component” subclasses should choose, using the “Config” object at runtime.
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In order to do so, the Factory design pattern has to be implemented (see Figure 18).

Figure 18: The Ep2 Component Layer

The “Ep2ComponentFactory” depends on setting of the “Config” object to

return a suitable “Ep2Component” subclass (e.g., “Acquirer”).

3.6.2 Workflow Diagram

In Figure 19, the workflow starts with a subclass of “Ep2Component”, which

is returned by the “Ep2ComponentFactory” via the “Config” object. Once the

subclass object has been obtained, “Conversation” objects can be added into its

conversation list. If there are no more “Conversation” objects to be added, the

users can execute all the “Conversation” stored in the list.

3.6.3 The Classes in Detail

Ep2ComponentFactory This class is designed to choose the subclasses to

be returned based on the “Config” object. In order to do so, we need to in-

voke the getComponent method. The argument we need to put in is actually

the subclass name of the “Ep2Component”. For instance, if we want to have

an “Acquirer” object returned to us, we will invoke the method in this way:

getComponent(‘‘Acquirer’’). Similarly, if “Terminal” is the Ep2 component

we required, we just need to change the argument to “Terminal”. The example

code shows the usage of this class:

// Ep2 component
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Figure 19: The Ep2 Component Workflow

Ep2Component temp;

// Getting Acquirer
temp = Ep2ComponentFactory.getComponent("Acquirer");

// Getting Terminal
temp = Ep2ComponentFactory.getComponent("Terminal");

Ep2Component and Its Subclasses The main function of these classes is to

store a list of “Conversation” objects and execute them when the users invoke the

method run. Each subclass has its own set of configurations. For instance, the

“Acquirer” will have an “AcqID” set in the configuration, whereas the “Terminal”

will have a “TrmID” instead. Besides, “Ep2Component” supports two modes of

communication: server and client. In server mode, an “Ep2Component” object

will establish a port to accept another party connection to it. On the other hand,

if it is configured as client, it will try to make a connection to the other party. In

the following example code, we show how an “Ep2Component” can be initialized

and used:

// assuming All these objects have properly instantiated
Conversation con1;
Conversation con2;

// establishing Acquirer as the server
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Ep2Component server = Ep2ComponentFactory.getComponent("Acquirer");

// configure Acquirer Server setting
server.set("communicationMode", "server");
server.set("serverPort", "6625");

// Add the conversation
server.add(con1);
server.add(con2);

// run the conversation
server.run();

In the example code, we are assuming con1 and con2 objects are properly

initialized (“XmlMessage” objects are added into them and their communication

mode is properly configured). For a server mode, an “Ep2Component” will need

to have one setting (the serverPort to be set to the proper value). On the other

hand, if we were to change it to client mode, we need to configure two settings:

the serverPort and the serverIp of the server that we want to connect to. Once

all the “Conversation” objects have been added, we can invoke the method run to

execute them.

3.7 Test Application Layer

This layer consists of three major components: the Test Case Generator, the Test

Manager and the Test Report Generator. Due to the complexity of these com-

ponents, the author has decided to discuss each of these components in separate

sections to make the document more readable. In this section, we will provide a

general view of how these components are linked together within this layer using

a workflow diagram.

3.7.1 Workflow Diagram

There are three stages to complete a test. First, a test case is generated from the

Test Case Generator. Afterwards, this newly generated test case will serve as an

input to the Test Manager which will run the test. Once the test is completed,

we will have the test result in XML format. In order to make the test result more
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presentable, we will format it with the Test Report Generator to get the test report

(see Figure 20).

Figure 20: The Test Application Layer Workflow

3.8 Test Case Generator

In this section, we will discuss one of the major components in the Test Application

Layer, the Test Case Generator. The class and the workflow diagrams explain how

a test case can be generated. In addition, the design of the test script and the

most significant classes of the Test Case Generator are described in detail.

3.8.1 Class Diagram

The class design is based on the structure of the test script (see Figure 21). Basi-

cally, there are three parts in a test script: the information about the test script

(Meta), the list of components to be used in the test (Ep2Component) and the list

of test sequences (Event).

The “TestCreator” class provides a console based interface for users to create

the test scripts. The “Meta” class is used to store the test script information,

which will eventually be converted into XML format as part of the test script.

This applies to the “Ep2Component” and “Event” classes as well. The “Event”
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class is created to store the configuration of the components to be tested (usu-

ally involves at least two components) and a list of conversation to be run. The

“Ep2Component” class stores the user settings.

Figure 21: The Test Case Generator

3.8.2 Workflow Diagram

As we can see from the class diagram, the “TestCreator” class uses all other classes

to perform its task. Thus, it is convenient to use the workflow of the “TestCreator”

class to describe the interactions between all the classes (see Figure 22).
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At the main menu of the “TestCreator” program, there are six options to

choose from. Three of the options are directly related to the construction of the

test script: Event, Ep2Component, and Test Script Info. The remaining three are

concerned with the general functionality of the program: Quit allows the program

to exited, Test Info is concerned with the storage path of the test script and Write

To File generates the test scripts.

If users wish to change the test script’s information, they would have to change

it in the Test Script Info menu. The changes made in the menu will be updated

to the “Meta” object stored within the “TestCreator”.

In order to make changes to the program’s test component list, users can do so

from the Ep2Component menu. Under this menu, users can add a new component,

change its setting and remove it from the test component list.

Within the Event menu, users can add more test sequences or “Event” objects

to the program. Within an “Event” object, we can have multiple “Conversation”

objects. An event, in our context, is defined by a set of conversations between a

source component (sender) to the target component (receiver).

Once users are satisfied with the changes to the test script, the program can

generate the test script based on the stored objects (“Event”, “Ep2Component”

and “Meta”).

3.8.3 Test Script Structure

The primary usage of a test script is to provide instructions to the “TestManager”,

so that automated testing is possible. In order to make test scripts more adaptable

to possible structure changes , they are designed in XML format (refer to Appendix

D for the complete test script). Within this XML-format test script, the content is

separated into three groups. The design is such because of the following reasons:

• By enclosing each group of the content with a unique element name, we can

access their content easily using JDOM.

• A new group can be added into the test script without affecting the program’s

logic.
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• New information can also be introduced into the existing group without any

code modification.

The first group of the content stores basic information, which is related to the

test such as the test name, its description, and the file path to store the test result.

It is intended to give a simple test management system to users to keep track of

all the test scripts. This is useful especially when there are a lot of test scripts

created in the system. Here is an example of how these information is stored:

<meta>
<result>resources/testResults/testingResult.xml</result>
<description>this is not a test</description>
<name>Test 1</name>

</meta>

We can see that the testing information is enclosed by a pair of elements,

<meta> and </meta>. It is designed as such so that the test information within a

test script can be easily handled by a few lines of code.

The second group of the test script contains a list of Ep2 components and their

settings. This arrangement improves the logic flow of the “TestManager”, which

indirectly reduces the lines of code in the program. Here we show a snippet of this

group’s content:

<componentList>
<component class="Acquirer">
<AcqID>00000000001</AcqID>
<interfaceName>SIInit</interfaceName>
<name>Chuan Acq</name>

</component>

<component class="Terminal">
<TrmID>chuan001</TrmID>
<interfaceName>SIInit</interfaceName>
<name>Chuan Terminal</name>

</component>
</componentList>

We isolate each Ep2 component and its settings with the <component> tag.

In order for the “TestManager” to access these components easily, we introduce
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the <componentList> tag, which groups all the components together. To identify

which Ep2 component to create, we introduce an attribute called class within the

component tag.

The last group of the test script contains a list events, which is enclosed by

the testSequence tag. Each event requires two parties : a source and a target.

A source component runs all the conversation within an event, while a target is

there to provide the necessary communication information to the source.

The beauty of such design is that we can have the same event run by two

different components with the least effort. For instance, suppose we have the

source called chuan acquirer and two targets whose names are Terminal1 and

Terminal2 respectively. Both targets have different communication information,

such as different IP address. We have created the event for chuan acquirer and

Terminal1 with an event tag like this:

<event source="Chuan Acq" target="Terminal1">

In order for us to run the same test on Terminal2, we just need to change the

target attribute from Terminal1 to Terminal2:

<event source="Chuan Acq" target="Terminal2">

The source will automatically configure itself from the setting in Terminal1

to the setting in Terminal2 even with these two events exist in the same test

script. Within an event, we can have multiple conversations (enclosed by the

conversation tag). A conversation can have a maximum three types of message:

the send, receive, and expected message. Each message is allowed to have its own

settings, such as message type (type) and message number (msgnum).

3.8.4 The Classes in Detail

TestCreator The “TestCreator” class is created to eliminate the need of users

to create the test script manually. If we refer to the simple test script provided in

Appendix D, we will notice that there are a lot of settings and elements within it.

Creating the test script by hand is just too inefficient and increases the chances of
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making mistakes within the test script. Figure 23 shows a screen shot of the main

menu of the “TestCreator” program.

Figure 23: Test Creator Screenshot

The program uses a text-based interface. At the main menu, as shown in

the screenshot, there are options to add or edit any parts of the test script. In

additional to that, users are given three other options: decide where the test script

should be stored, generate the test script and quit the program.

When an object (e.g., an Event) is created in the “TestCreator”, it is not

written into the test script. Instead, it is stored in the “TestCreator” as a list.

Here is the snippet of code illustrating the storage of these objects:

// to store test information
private Config meta = new Meta();

// to store EP2 Component List
private ArrayList ep2ComponentList = new ArrayList();

// to store EP2 Event List
private ArrayList ep2EvenList = new ArrayList();

Since there is only one test information, we instantiate the “Meta” object to

store user’s changes directly. Due to the fact that there are many Ep2 components

and events to be stored, and the number of objects required by the program is

unpredictable, we have chosen Java’s “ArrayList” type as the storage structure.
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The writeToFile method of the “TestCreator” program is called upon if we

want to write the test script into the filesystem. First, we need to prepare the test

script structure for all the three elements. The code is as follows:

Document doc = new Document();
Element root = new Element("test");

In order to create any XML document using the JDOM API, a Document object

is required to store all the Element objects. The structure of the test script needs

a root element, which is test, to comply to the XML standard.

Next, we have all the three group of information as Element objects to be

added into the root element, root :

// create the meta Element and add it into Root element
root.addContent(meta.getJdomFormat());

// create the componentList and add it into Root element
root.addContent(getComponentListJDomFormat());

// create the event list and add it into Root element
root.addContent(getEventListJDomFormat());

// add root element into doc
doc.addContent(root);

By invoking the meta.getJdomFormat method, we will have the content of the

“Meta” object to be converted into an Element object, which is later added into

the root element. This applies to the Ep2Component and Event objects stored in

the “TestCreator” program. Once all these three groups of information have been

added into the root element, it is then included into the Document object, doc,

which is transformed into an XML document. The conversion is shown below:

// create the file handler
String testScript = config.get("testScriptDir")

+ config.get("testScriptFilename");
FileOutputStream testScriptFile;

// create xml output formatter
XMLOutputter output = new XMLOutputter();
output.setFormat(Format.getPrettyFormat());
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// write to file
testScriptFile = new FileOutputStream(testScript);
output.output(doc, testScriptFile);

Before writing the test script into a file, we need to know the test script’s file

path as well as its filename. This can be done by getting the settings via the

config object, which enables us to create the FileOutputStream object to write

the test script. The Document object requires the Output object to convert its

content into the XML document.

Event The “Event” class is used to store multiple “Conversation” objects be-

tween a source and a target Ep2 component. The most significant task the class

has to perform is to transform its contents into the XML format. In order to

achieve that, the “getEventListJDOMFormat” method is called upon. The code

is shown below:

private Element getEventListJDomFormat() {
// tag to store a list of events
Element testSequence = new Element("testSequence");
Iterator it = ep2EventList.iterator();

// loop through all the ep2EventList
// and add into "event" tag
while (it.hasNext()) {

Event temp = (Event) it.next();
Element event = temp.getJdomFormat();

// add the component Elemnet in to componentList
testSequence.addContent(event);

}
return testSequence;

}

The XML tag, <testSequence>, is created to store all the events. This can

easily be done by creating an “Element” object named testSequence. Then, the

testSequence element will be populated with a list of “Event” elements using a

while loop.
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3.9 TestManager

In the previous section, we discussed how a test case can be generated. A test case

is useless if there is no program to handle the testing procedures. The “TestMan-

ager” is created for this purpose. Apart from handling the actual testing, it collects

the test result, which later will be compiled into an XML-format test result. First,

we will consider with the examination of the class design, a workflow diagram to

describe the inner workings of this component, and the explanation of the XML

structure of the test result, ending with the description of some important snippets

of code of this component.

3.9.1 Class Diagram

The “TestManager” consists of three other components: the “TestManagerCon-

sole”, “Ep2Component”, and “Comparator” classes. The actual testing function-

alities reside in the “TestManager”, while the “TestManagerConsole” is there to

provide users with a console-based interface to choose which test script they want

to execute (see Figure 24).

Such a design is required to isolate the program that deals with the actual

testing from the one that provides the user interface. By doing so, we reduce

the complexity of the “TestManager” class, which indirectly improves the code

manageability. Besides, the “TestManager” can have multiple user interface im-

plementations.

Figure 24: TestManager Class Diagram
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Once an “Ep2Component” receives a message, it needs to be compared with

the expected message. This can be done using the “Comparator” classes.

3.9.2 Workflow Diagram

There are four stages to execute a test script. The first stage is the init stage where

users are required to select a test script for the “TestManager” to run. Once a

test script has been selected, it will be parsed, and all the specified components

will be initialized with the proper “Conversation” within them. This is called the

loading stage.

The loading stage is followed by the run stage, where all the test cases will

be executed according to the order of the creation of the Ep2 components. Upon

a successful execution of a conversation, the result will store in the conversation

itself.

Finally, we proceed to the write result stage, where the test result is generated

and written into the filesystem. Like a test script, the test result has three groups

of information: the test information, the component settings and the test result.

Once all these groups of information are in the “Element” form, the test result

can be produced (see Figure 25).

3.9.3 Test Result Structure

After the execution of the test cases by the “TestManager”, a test result is gen-

erated in XML format. The structure of the test result is important as it affects

the presentation of the test report. As mentioned before, the test result is very

similar to the test script. In fact, the first two groups of information in the test

result (the test information and the component settings) are actually the same as

we have in the test script (see Appendix E).

The last group of the document is where the result is stored. In order to make

the message presentation easy for the “TestReporter”, the whole XML content of

the message is included. The storage of the whole XML message needs a pair of

special tags, <![CDATA[ and ]]>, to instruct the XML parser to treat it as normal
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Figure 25: TestManager Workflow Diagram

text.

In addition, it has included a pair of new tags, <analysis> and </analysis>,

where the test result of a “Conversation” is stored. There are two tests for each

message: first, whether the received message has the same structure as the ex-

pected message or not. The value of the test can be either “Passed” or “Failed”,

and is enclosed with the <skeleton> and </skeleton> tags.

Second, whether the received message has the same content as the expected

one or not. The result is enclosed with the <difference> and </difference>

tags. The result of this test is divided into two parts: the number of differences

the message has, which is enclosed in a pair of the <size> tags. Furthermore, if
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there is any difference between the two messages, the detail of each difference will

be shown and is enclosed in a pair of the <diff> tags. A typical content of a test

result in a “Conversation” looks like this:

<analysis>
<skeleton>Failed</skeleton>
<difference>

<size>1</size>
<diff>Expected number of element attributes 0 but was 1 </diff>

</difference>
</analysis>

If the structure of the received message does not resemble the expected one,

the value between the <skeleton> and </skeleton> tags will be “Failed”. The

number of differences is indicated by the value enclosed in a pair of the <size>

tags. This is followed by the details of each difference enclosed in a pair of the

<diff> tags.

3.9.4 The Classes in Detail

TestManagerConsole The “TestManagerConsole” provides a text-based inter-

face for users to select a test script, and automatically executes it in the “TestMan-

ager”. In short, the “TestManagerConsole” is the front-end for the “TestManager”

(see Figure 26).

Apart from automating the test procedures in the “TestManager”, the “Test-

ManagerConsole” ensures that users select the valid test script format as the input

to the “TestManager”. In order to achieve that, the “TestManagerConsole” does

two things: first, it checks whether the selected test script directory exists or not.

Second, it will only output those filenames which have the xml extension to make

sure it is an XML file. To check for the existence of a certain directory is very

simple in Java. It only requires two lines of code:

File directory = new File(dir);
dirExists = directory.exists();

The Java’s File object is instantiated with the directory path, dir. Once the

object is created, the existence of the particular directory can be checked using
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Figure 26: TestManagerConsole Main Menu

the directory.exists() method. It will return a boolean value, which indicates

true, if the directory exists. On the other hand, if the directory does not exist, the

returned value is false. If the directory exists, only those filenames with the valid

file extension can be listed. This can be achieved using the code below:

FilenameFilter filter = new FilenameFilter() {
public boolean accept(File dir, String name) {

boolean returnboolean = name.endsWith(".xml");
return returnboolean;

}
};

A Java’s FilenameFilter object is instantiated as a variable called filter.

The object does yet not know which filename extension should be excluded. This

is the reason why the accept method needs to be overridden. In the example code,

only the filenames that end with .xml will be shown to users.

TestManager The “TestManager” class does all the actual testing. Once the

test script has been selected, it is passed to the “TestManager” for further pro-

cessing. In essence, the “TestManager” handles three tasks:

1. Parsing and Creating Objects from a Test Script.
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Since the test script is an XML document, an XML parsing is needed

to extract the information to construct the relevant objects, such as the

“Ep2Component” and the “Event”. The construction begins with creat-

ing all the “Ep2Component”s in the test script. In order to accommodate

the possibility of having more than one component of the same type, an

“Ep2Component” is identified by its name, and not its component type.

Such a design requires a component-name-to-component-type mapping

mechanism, so that we are able to retrieve any component by its name. This

is especially important when the “Event” object needs to be assigned to a

source component.

To achieve that, an arraylist, ep2ComponentList, is used to store the

“Ep2Component” object, and a hash map, ep2ComponentNameIndexMap, is

used to map the name of the stored “Ep2Component” with its array index

in the ep2ComponentList. The code below shows the usage of these two

variables:

// Adding an Ep2Component
ep2ComponentList.add(ep2Component);
String index = Integer.toString(ep2ComponentList.size() - 1);
// mapping the name of ep2component with the index in
// ep2ComponentList(ArrayList)
ep2ComponentNameIndexMap.put(ep2Component.getName(), index);

// Retrieving an Ep2Component
String index = (String) ep2ComponentNameIndexMap.get(componentName);
Ep2Component returnEp2Component = (Ep2Component) ep2ComponentList

.get(Integer.parseInt(index));

The “Ep2Component” is added into the ep2ComponentList, so that the

arraylist index can be obtained via the

Integer.toString(ep2ComponentList.size() - 1) method. Since the ar-

raylist always starts counting from 0, we need to minus one position from

the size of the ep2ComponentList. The mapping can be done by matching

the corresponding component’s name with the array index and adding them

into the hash map called ep2ComponentNameIndexMap.
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The retrieval of a stored Ep2 component from the ep2ComponentList

starts off with the query of the arraylist index from the ep2ComponentName-

IndexMap using the component’s name. Once the index is obtained, the

Ep2 component can be returned by the ep2ComponentList using the get

method.

In order to add an “Event” to an “Ep2Component”, there are three

stages to go through: first, the source component of the test script has to

be determined. Once the name of the source component is identified via

the test script’s event tag, the “Ep2Component” can be retrieved using the

getComponent method with the source component’s name as the argument.

Next, the test script’s conversation tag will be looped through and a

new “Conversation” object created in every loop. Before the newly created

“Conversation” object can be added to the “Ep2Component”, it must pop-

ulate itself with the “XmlMessage” objects. All the “XmlMessage” settings,

such as message type, are enclosed within the test script’s conversation

tag. Each of these “XmlMessage”s will be created and configured according

to its settings before being added to the “Conversation” object.

2. Running the Test Cases

Thanks to our layered structured architecture, we are able to conduct

the testing process in a simple manner. The code below shows how easily it

can be done:

// get the ep2Component
Iterator it = ep2ComponentList.iterator();
while (it.hasNext()) {

Ep2Component component = (Ep2Component) it.next();
component.run();

}

A list of the “Ep2Components” is obtained via the ep2ComponentList.

Then, for each “Ep2Component” in the list, the run method is invoked,

which executes all its stored “Conversation” objects. Each “Conversation”
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object will store its own test result, which will later be used to create the

test result.

3. Write The Test Result

As in the creation of a test script, each stored object in the “TestMan-

ager” knows the required XML structure it needs to produce. The creation

of a test result is a matter of assembling all the objects together and invoking

the proper method. The code below shows how all the XML elements in the

test result are gathered:

Document doc = new Document();
Element testResult = new Element("testResult");

Element meta = root.getChild("meta");
Element componentList = root.getChild("componentList");
Element result = new Element("result");

// get the ep2Component
Iterator it = ep2ComponentList.iterator();
while (it.hasNext()) {

Ep2Component component = (Ep2Component) it.next();
// only include those component with conversation inside
if (!component.isConversationListEmpty()) {

result.addContent(component.getEventJdomTestResultFormat());
}

}

First, the XML document in JDOM format, doc, needs to be created.

Then, the root element of the document, testResult, is created so that the

content of the test result can be stored. This is followed by the three groups

of the information : meta, componentList and result.

The test results of each component need to be stored in the result

element. A while loop is used to iterate through all the components, and for

each component, the getEventJdomTestResultFormat method is invoked,

which will return the test result in the JDOM’s Element format. This is,

then, added into the result element via the addContent method. Once all

these elements have been gathered, the test result can be generated. The
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test result generation process is very similar to what we have for the test

script.

Comparator The “Comparator” class is created to aid the “Ep2Component”

to compare its expected message with its received message, and output the result

as a JDOM’s Element. Instead of building our own XML comparator library, an

open source library called “XMLUnit” is used. It caters for the need to test a

system that generates and receives custom XML documents. The library provides

three types of comparison: identical (same physical and logical representation),

similar (same logical representation) and different (different physical and logical

representation). For this project, the last two comparison types are preferable

to the first one, due to the fact that the Ep2 standard does not define the order

of appearance for these XML elements [Con02b]. Thus, the identical comparison

between the two messages will not give us any valuable result.

Before the comparison can take place, the whitespace characters in these XML

messages are removed by character replacements which use regular expressions.

The code shows how this is done:

expectedMessage = expectedMessage.replaceAll("[\r\n\t]+", "")
.replaceAll("> *<", "><")
.trim();

First, all the carriage return and tab characters are stripped off from the XML

string by using the replaceAll("[\r\n\t]+", "") method. Then, the extra

whitespace characters between the elements are removed also via the replaceAll(

"> *<", "><") method, and finally, any whitespace characters before and after

the string will be taken out by utilizing the trim() method.

The “Comparator” will first compare these messages in terms of their XML

structure. The checkSkeleton method will be called upon if the structure com-

parison is required. The code below shows the inner working of this method:

Element checkSkeleton = new Element("skeleton");
DifferenceListener myDifferenceListener =

new IgnoreTextAndAttributeValuesDifferenceListener();
Diff myDiff;
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// Get the differences
myDiff = new Diff(expected, received);
// Filter the differences by ignoring the text and attribute
// within the xml messages
myDiff.overrideDifferenceListener(myDifferenceListener);

// Set <skeleton> element’s text value
if (myDiff.similar()) {

checkSkeleton.setText("Pass");
} else {

checkSkeleton.setText("Failed");
}

Apart from making the comparison, the checkSkeleton method needs to create

a JDOM’s Element with all the test results stored in it. In order to do so, a JDOM’s

Element called checkSkeleton, whose name is skeleton, is created. Next, the

Diff object of the XMLUnit needs to be instantiated with the expected and the

received message. The Diff object will compare the content of both messages

by default. A new DifferenceListener needs to be created to overwrite the

existing setting. This is done via the overrideDifferenceListener method. If

the structure for both messages is the same, the myDiff.similar() method will

return “true” and the text value of the skeleton will be set as “Pass”. On the

other hand, if they are different, the myDiff.similar() method wil return “false”

and the text value of the skeleton will be set as “Failed”.

After the structure comparison, the listAllDifference method is called upon

to list all the differences between the two messages. The code below shows the

inner working of this method:

Element difference = new Element("difference");
DetailedDiff myDiff = new DetailedDiff(new Diff(expected, received));
List diffList = myDiff.getAllDifferences();

// Get the number of differences and set the value in between
// the <size> and </size> tags
Element size = new Element("size");
size.setText(Integer.toString(diffList.size()));
difference.addContent(size);

// Enclosed the detail of each difference with <diff> </diff>
Iterator it = diffList.iterator();
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while (it.hasNext()) {
Difference diff = (Difference) it.next();
Element temp = new Element("diff");
temp.setText(diff.toString());
difference.addContent(temp);

}

As in the checkSkeleton method, it needs to create a JDOM’s Element with

all the test results stored in it. To group all the differences together an element

called difference is created. By invoking the getAllDifferences method, we

are able to get a list of the differences both messages have. From the list, the

number of differences can be known using the diffList.size() method, whose

value is stored in the size Element. Next, the list of differences will be looped

through, and the detail of each difference in the list will be stored in a newly

generated temp Element whose name is diff.

3.10 TestReporter

A good test report is as important as the design of its test cases. If the implication

of the test case results cannot fully be understood due to its poor presentation,

then, the vital information we want to convey to the target audience is lost.

Information should not be complete, but it should be sufficient. In this era of

information explosion, we have to be selective about what we learn. For instance,

a test manager does not need to know the detailed result of each test case, instead,

he/she is more interested in the test coverage of the product. On the other hand,

if the same piece of information is presented to a developer, he/she will appreciate

the detail because it shows what went wrong with the system.

The “TestReporter” is designed to bring a balance to this, by providing infor-

mation in a flexible way to deliver what the target audience really wants, and not

what developers “think” the target audience needs. In this section, we will discuss

how this challenge can be addressed, by first looking at the class design, then, the

workflow diagram, the XSL-FO technology and the implementation of it in Java.
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3.10.1 Class Diagram

Figure 27 shows two classes: the “TestReporter” and “ReportGenerator” classes.

The “TestReport” acts as the front-end to the “ReportGenerator” in order to give

users a console-based interface to select which test result should be transformed

into the test report. The actual transformation functionalities reside in the “Re-

portGenerator” class. The reason it is designed as such is that the author would

like to replace the existing console-based interface with a graphical user interface

in the future.

Figure 27: Class Diagram

3.10.2 Workflow Diagram

At the main menu of the “TestReporter” (see Figure 28), there are three options to

choose from. The first option allows users to edit several test report settings, such

as the location of the test result, and its filename of the test result. The second

option provides users with a list of XSLT templates they can choose from. The

last option will generate the test report. Before the test report can be generated,

users are asked to select the required output format.

3.10.3 Test Result Presentation Using XSL-FO

As we mentioned before, the “TestReport” tries to provide information in a flexible

way to cater for the target audience’s need. It is the author’s intention, right from

the beginning of the project, to format the test result as an XML document, in

order to present the information in a flexible way.
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Figure 28: Workflow Diagram

XSL-FO helps us to take the existing XML document as its input, pick out

parts of the input that interest us, and transform it into printable format such

as PDF and PostScript. The tool that is used to accomplish this presentation is

XSL-FO. It takes as input the existing XML document, select its required parts,

and export them into a printable format, such as PDF or PostScript.

Before the transformation can take place, the document is required to be in
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XSL-FO format. In order to do this, we will need to take that document and apply

an XSLT transformation to it (using an XSLT stylesheet), in order to select certain

parts, or all of the document content, and produce an output XML document that

uses the XSL-FO vocabulary.

The hardest part of the whole process lies in the creation of the XSL stylesheet.

Before we can discuss how we can create one, it is best to understand some basic

concepts of XSL.

Figure 29 shows two different views of an XML document. The left-hand side

of the figure shows the raw content of the XML document, whereas the right hand

side represents the content in a tree-like structure.

Figure 29: Workflow Diagram

When creating an XSL stylesheet, the tree-like representation of the document

is often used. The root element of an XML document is symbolized with the ““/””

character. In our example, the “/” character represents the testResult element.

If we were to refer to any part of an XML document, we would have to

traverse through the structure. Every traversal to the next level of the struc-

ture is required to have the “/” before the element name. For example, the

/componentList/component/name path will give us the name element of the compo-

nent element. Alternatively, the same element can be referred to, using the
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component/name path. This is only possible if the path is unique; the name path

cannot be used because the XSL processor cannot determine whether it is the

meta/name or the component/name path.

To understand how XSL looks for elements in an XML document is important

as it is half the journey towards creating an XSL stylesheet. An XSL stylesheet

consists of a set of formatting rules. Each formatting rule consists of two parts: a

template pattern and a template action.

A template pattern deals with how an XSL stylesheet matches an element , or

a group of elements within an XML document. For instance, if we would like a

template pattern to match the root element of a document, it would be written

as such: <xsl:template match=‘‘/’’>. xsl:template tells the XSL processor,

it is a template pattern, and match=‘‘/’’ indicates which part of the document

the pattern is matching.

Once a template pattern matches a certain part of an XML document, a cor-

responding template action is called upon, which wraps the matched information

with the proper XSL-FO tags. Here is an example of a formatting rule:

<xsl:template match="/">
<fo:root>

<fo:layout-master-set>
<fo:simple-page-master master-name="only">
<fo:region-body region-name="xsl-region-body" margin="0.7in"/>
<fo:region-before region-name="xsl-region-before" extent="0.7in"/>
<fo:region-after region-name="xsl-region-after" extent="0.7in"/>
</fo:simple-page-master>

</fo:layout-master-set>
</fo:root>
</xsl:template>

The purpose of this formatting rule is to set the page layout for the en-

tire document. This is the reason why the <fo:layout-master-set> is used.

There are many layouts to choose from. For this project, the simplest layout is

chosen. Within this simple layout, three properties are defined: region-body,

region-before and region-after, which are simply known as page content,

header and footer respectively (see Appendix F for the XSL stylesheet).

What we discussed before is just a tip of the iceberg of what an XSL stylesheet
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is capable of doing. A template action can called upon another template, supplying

the matched information as its arguments. The code below shows how this can be

done:

<!-- COMMON TEMPLATE FOR SECTION -->
<xsl:template name="section">

<xsl:param name="title"/>
<fo:block font-size="16pt" color="silver">

<xsl:value-of select="$title"/>
</fo:block>

</xsl:template>

<!-- TEST INFORMATION -->
<xsl:template match="meta">

<xsl:call-template name="section">
<xsl:with-param name="title" select="string(’Test Information’)"/>

</xsl:call-template>
</xsl:template>

Once the template pattern matches the required pattern, <xsl:template match

="meta">, it will call upon another template (<xsl:template name="section">),

and supply the string “Test Information” as an argument to it. The called template

will format the string with 16pt font, and set the font color to silver.

3.10.4 The Classes in Detail

TestReporter The “TestReporter” provides a text-based interface for users to

facilitate the test report generation process. It has three options for the users to

choose from the main menu. They can modify certain report settings such as the

report name, and the storage location for the report.

Apart from that, it allows users to choose which XSL stylesheet should be

used for the report generation. In this project, only two stylesheets are provided:

BriefAnalysis.xsl and DetailedAnalysis.xsl. The former, as the name im-

plies, will generate a summarized report for the test result, while the latter gives

a full account of the result for each test case.

Once the users are satisfied with the report configuration, they can generate

the test report. Before the report is generated, users are asked to select an output
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format. There are 6 output formats that users can choose from. Figure 30 shows

the screenshot of the “TestReport” generating the test result.

Figure 30: Screenshot of TestReport

ReportGenerator The task of the “ReportGenerator” is to transform the source

XML document into an XSL-FO format document, which is then converted into

the selected printable format such as PDF. The transformation process is per-

formed in several stages; first, the FOP driver to generate the printable format

needs to be instantiated:

// set up a FOP driver
Driver driver = new Driver();
// set the driver to render pdf
driver.setRenderer(formatMode);

Once the FOP driver has been instantiated, it is required to set its rendering

mode. As mentioned before, the FOP driver supports 6 different format modes.

The most commonly used formats are PDF and PostScript. Next, the XML doc-

ument will be translated into XSL-FO format using the selected XSLT stylesheet,

which later will be converted to the chosen printable format. The code below

shows the mentioned process:

//Setup XSLT
TransformerFactory factory = TransformerFactory.newInstance();
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Transformer transformer = factory.newTransformer(new StreamSource(xslt));

//Setup input for XSLT transformation
Source src = new StreamSource(inputFile);
//Resulting SAX events (the generated FO) must be piped through to FOP
Result res = new SAXResult(driver.getContentHandler());

//Start XSLT transformation and FOP processing
transformer.transform(src, res);

There are no distinct steps to differentiate the XSLT transformation from the

FOP processing (converting it into printable format). First, the XSLT transfor-

mation object needs to be instantiated. The new StreamSource(xslt) statement

indicates that the newly instantiated transformation object will use this XSLT

stylesheet, xslt.

Apart from the XSLT stylesheet, the transformation object requires the source

XML document in the StreamSource object type. The transformation can be

done by invoking the transformer.transform(src, res) method.

3.11 Testing With The CEPTEST Ep2 Simulator

The CEPTEST Ep2 simulator facilitates the validation of the testing framework,

by translating the content of an Ep2 packet from its binary format into a human

readable one. Using the simulator, we can validate the messages sent by the testing

framework at different levels (e.g., XML or cryptography layer) specified the Ep2

standard.

The layout of this section is as follow: first, the test setting used to perform

the tests. Then, the test objectives, a description of the types of type CEPTEST

Ep2 simulator is able to provide, this is followed by the design of test cases, and a

discussion about the test result.

3.11.1 Test Setting

All the tests are conducted in a network environment, where two machines are

connected with a crossed Ethernet cable to eliminate any undesired network traffic

and avoid any possible packet delay. The testing framework and the CEPTEST
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Ep2 Simulator are running on two different operating systems for the following

reasons:

1. To demonstrate the network capability of the testing framework.

2. To test whether the testing framework works well in a heterogeneous oper-

ating system environment, or not.

3. The CEPTEST Ep2 Simulator runs only on Windows platform. On the

other hand, the testing framework has been setup on a Macintosh laptop.

However, the testing framework can be easily setup and run on a Windows

platform as well.

3.11.2 Test Objectives

One of the test aims is to confirm that the testing framework is capable of commu-

nicating any component, in order to show the conformance to the Ep2 standard.

Besides, the correctness of the Ep2 messages sent by the testing framework must

be determined. There are two aspects to check whether an Ep2 message is cor-

rect: first, the XML structure of the message must be the same as the reference

message specified in the Ep2 standard. Second, each element value type of the

message must be identical to what the reference message has in the Ep2 standard.

3.11.3 Types of Test

There are 4 tests the simulator will conduct upon receiving a message from the

testing framework:

1. Verify that all the necessary Ep2’s header fields are included in the packet’s

header, and their values are correct. This test is directly related to the

testing framework’s network layer, which deals with the formation of the

Ep2 packets.

2. Ensure that the Ep2 message is a well-formed XML document. A well-formed

XML document must be compliant to the XML version 1.0 standards. The

generation of any XML message is dealt by the testing framework’s XML

layer.
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3. Check the security feature of the packet. This is useful for encoding type

1 and 2, where the MAC value of the packet needs to be verified to ensure

the message integrity. The cryptography layer of the testing framework is

responsible for the generation of the MAC value for the Ep2 packets.

4. Validate the XML structure of the received message with the reference mes-

sage. All element value types in the received message must be the same as

what the reference message has. This test is related to the XML layer of the

testing framework.

We are testing the 3 lowest layers of the testing framework’s architecture,

namely the network, cryptography, and XML layers (see Figure 11). These layers

are responsible for the framework’s communication with any Ep2 components. An

Ep2 packet is manually checked by comparing the content received in the simulator

with what has been specified in the Ep2 specifications.

3.11.4 Test Cases

We try to establish the fact that the testing framework is capable of communi-

cating with any Ep2 component. The testing framework supports two modes of

communication, namely encoding type 0 and encoding type 1. Thus, two test cases

are designed, each of which will validate the testing framework’s communication

capability using different encoding types.

In order to simplify the test, the easiest form of the communication messages

are used, which are the session start and the session end message. Here is an

example of how the test case looks like:

Source : Testing Framework Acquirer (Acquirer)
Target : CEPTEST Terminal Simulator (Terminal)
+ Conversation 1

Expected to Receive <-- sessstart (sessstart.xml)
Send --> sessend (sessend.xml)

The testing framework acts as an acquirer, while the CEPTEST Ep2 sim-

ulator is emulating an Ep2 terminal. The test case has one conversation only,

Conversation 1. Within the conversation, it has two messages, which use the
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source component as the point of reference. sessstart indicates that it is a ses-

sion start message, and (sessstart.xml) tells which message template is being

used. In this example, the acquirer expects to get a session start message from

the terminal. Once the message has been received, the acquirer will send a session

end message to the terminal. Both test cases are using the same conversation, but

with different encoding type.

In addition, the correctness of the XML messages sent by the testing framework

have to be verified as well. There are four major types of message an acquirer can

send to a terminal, which are: config data notification, config data request, activate

config data notification and remove config data notification. Here is an example

of how the test script looks like25:

Source : Test Framework Acquirer (Acquirer)
Target : CEPTEST Terminal Simulator (Terminal)
+ Conversation 1
Send --> cfgdatareq (cfgdatareqAISD.xml)
Expected to Receive <-- cfgdatarsp (cfgdatarspAISD.xml)

+ Conversation 2
Send --> actcfgdatantf (actcfgdatantf.xml)
Expected to Receive <-- actcfgdataack (actcfgdataack.xml)

+ Conversation 3
Send --> remcfgdatantf (rmcfgdatantf.xml)
Expected to Receive <-- remcfgdataack (rmcfgdataack.xml)

+ Conversation 4
Send --> cfgdatantf (cfgdatantf.xml)
Expected to Receive <-- cfgdataack (cfgdataack.xml)

The test script has 4 conversations. Each conversation has one of the four

message types as a send message. The Expected to Receive message is there

for two reasons: first, we would like to verify the message sent by CEPTEST Ep2

simulator, using the testing framework. Second, it gives us time to obtain the

result from the CEPTEST Ep2 simulator, while the testing framework awaits for

the respond.

25Please refer the accompanied CD for the actual test scripts.
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3.11.5 Test Result

As mentioned before, the CEPTEST Ep2 simulator has 4 tests. Upon receiving

an Ep2 packet from the testing framework, it will conduct the packet test. If the

test is success, we should be able to see the packet header information as shown

in Figure 31.

Next, it will proceed to the XML test, where the well-form of the content

is checked, and shown in a dialog box(see Figure 32). If the packet passes the

test, a MAC value check will be performed to verify the message integrity of the

content. This will only happen to packets that use encoding type 1 or 2. A

successful MAC verification will yield the result shown in Figure 34. When the

content has passed all the previous tests, its XML structure will be checked by the

CEPTEST Ep2 simulator. An unsuccessful test will get a pop-up dialog stating

the error(see Figure 33).

Figure 35 shows a summary of the test results. There are two major groups

of tests, namely the connection test and the message correctness test. We have

shown that the testing framework is able to communicate with the CEPTEST

Ep2 simulator, either with encoding type 0 or encoding type 1, via the successful

completion of the connection test. In addition, we have verified that the testing

framework’s message templates, which are specified in the Ep2 specifications, by

passing the message correctness test.

Figure 31: Test 1: Verifying the packet header of a received message
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Figure 32: Test 2: Verifying the well-form of a received message

Figure 33: Test 3: Verifying the XML structure of a received message

Figure 34: Test 4: Verifying the MAC of a received message
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3.12 Testing The Ep2 Standard

In this section, we focus on how the testing framework is able to handle and detect

any Ep2 message that is not compliant to the Ep2 standard. It was our initial plan

to have the C.A.R.U.S Ep2 terminal solution tested. Due to the limited time, the

CEPTEST Ep2 simulator had to be used instead. This, however, does not affect

much of what we are trying to accomplish in this project, thanks to the flexibility

of the CEPTEST Ep2 simulator. It can be connected as any Ep2 component: an

Ep2 terminal, a service center, or an acquirer. Besides, it can send all types of

Ep2 messages. Using the simulator, we can instruct it to send any possible wrong

message to the testing framework to test how it responses.

3.12.1 Test Objective

The test we conduct investigates how the testing framework handles all the possible

incorrect Ep2 messages an Ep2 component can send to it, as well as detects the

errors in these messages.

3.12.2 Type of Test

Upon receiving a message, the testing framework will conduct two tests. First,

it will check whether the received message has the same XML structure as the

expected message or not. Second, if the XML structure is the same for both mes-

sages, a detailed comparison of the element values is conducted. The comparison

will deal only with the necessary element values. Table 4 shows a list of optional

tags that will be excluded from the detailed comparison. In addition, whatever

content enclosed by these tags will not be compared as well. This is because these

values are different for each terminal, and there is not way for an expected message

to predict them.

This type of test comparison is considered as a weak test language, as it is able

to compare messages from the same conversation. Each conversation is treated

as an independent unit, but in the real Ep2 environment, all these conversations

are interdependent to each other. All the previous conversations will affect the
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Tag Name Tag
Acquirer Config Data ep2:ACD
Acquirer Init Srv Data ep2:AISD
Card Profile Table Data ep2:CPTD
Certification Auth Data ep2:CAD

Terminal Application Config Data ep2:TACD
Terminal Config Data ep2:TCD

Table 4: Tags that are excluded from the detailed comparison

outcome of the current conversation.

3.12.3 Test Cases

Test cases are designed to emulate 4 situations when an Ep2 component is most

likely to go wrong. All the test cases are deployed at the CEPTEST Ep2 simulator.

The description for the test cases is as follows:

1. Wrong message type

This is a situation when an Ep2 component responds to a different mes-

sage type than what the testing framework is expecting. It is to emulate a

faulty Ep2 component, which does not know the corresponding message type

it should reply to. For example, if an acquirer sends a config data notification

to the terminal, the terminal should reply with config data acknowledgement,

not any other message type. Here is how the test script looks like:

Source : CEPTEST Terminal Simulator (Terminal)
Target : Testing Framework Acquirer (Acquirer)
+ Conversation 1
Expected to Receive <-- cfgdatareq (cfgdatareqAISD.xml)
Send --> actcfgdatantf (actcfgdatantf.xml)

The CEPTEST terminal simulator will receive a config data request

message(cfgdatareq) from the testing framework. Instead of giving the right

response, which is a config data response message, the CEPTEST terminal

simulator will send an activate config data notification message(actcfgdatantf).

2. Right message type, but different value.
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We would like to investigate how the testing framework actually com-

pares the received message and the expected message. We choose two of the

most commonly available element names, which can be found in all SI-Init

message: the terminal’s ID, TrmId, and the acquirer’s, AcqId. Here is how

the test script looks like:

Source : CEPTEST Terminal Simulator (Terminal)
Target : Testing Framework Acquirer (Acquirer)
+ Conversation 1
Expected to Receive <-- remcfgdatantf (remcfgdatantf.xml)
Send --> remcfgdataack (remcfgdataack.xml)

Once the testing framework sends the remove config data notification

message, we will send a remove config data acknowledgement, which is what

the testing framework is expecting. However, we change the content of the

sent message, by altering the element values.

3. Sending two same responses to the test framework.

Instead of sending only one response, the CEPTEST terminal simulator

is sending two to the testing framework. We would like to investigate the

behaviour of the testing frame under this situation. Here is how the test

script looks like:

Source : CEPTEST Terminal Simulator (Terminal)
Target : Testing Framework Acquirer (Acquirer)
+ Conversation 1
Expected to Receive <-- remcfgdatantf (remcfgdatantf.xml)
Send --> remcfgdataack (remcfgdataack.xml)
Send --> remcfgdataack (remcfgdataack.xml)

We are extending the test script of the previous test by including an-

other remove config data acknowledgement message to be send to the testing

framework, which is not expecting it.

4. Determine where the testing framework does not check for the optional tags.

Section 3.12.2, we mentioned that the testing framework should be able

to ignore these optional tags when performing the comparison. This test

tries to confirm this. Here is how the test script looks like:

Source : CEPTEST Terminal Simulator (Terminal)
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Target : Testing Framework Acquirer (Acquirer)
+ Conversation 1
Expected to Receive <-- cfgdatareq (cfgdatareqAISD.xml)
Send --> cfgdatarsp (cfgdatarspAISD.xml)

We have chosen the message, which has the most optional tags (config

data response message). The testing framework should able to ignore those

optional tags when doing the comparison.

3.12.4 Test Results

Here are the results for the 4 tests:

1. Wrong message type.

Once the test report is generated, we see that the testing framework is

able to detect the wrong message type that the CEPTEST terminal simulator

has sent. It shows that the message type is not what the testing framework

is expecting, by stating the structure comparison has “Failed”. Since the

message type is different, there is no point for the testing framework to

proceed with the detailed comparison. Instead, it will show a statement

saying that the message type for the sent and expected message are not the

same (see Figure 36).

Figure 36: Test 1 Result

2. Right message type, but different value.

The message type is the correct one, but certain element values are not.

The generated test report shows that the message passes the structure com-

parison, by having the “Passed” value. However, it shows a list of differences

the received message and the expected message have, in terms of the element

values (see Figure 37).
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Figure 37: Test 2 Result

We have two differences between the received message and the expected

one. The first one is the AcqId. The testing framework is expecting the

acquirer’s id has the value of 00000000001, instead, it is 00000000005. The

second is the TrmId, which is supposed to be chuan1, but it is TERMINAL.

3. Sending two same responses to the test framework.

The CEPTEST terminal simulator is unable to send the second message

to the testing framework, as it has finished executing the test case. The

generated test report contains only the first sent message. The test result is

not shown here, as it is similiar to previous test result (see Figure 37).

4. Determine whether the testing framework does not check for the optional

tags.

The generated test report shows that there is no sign of the optional tags

having been compared, although the element values for all the optional tags

in the received message are different from what the expected message has

(see Figure 38).

Figure 39 shows a summary of all the test results. The testing framework has

demonstrated the capability of handling and detecting the 4 possible situations

mentioned above.
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Figure 38: Test 4 Result
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4 Project Evaluation

4.1 Java As A Programming Language

The suitability of Java as the basic building block of this project has to be looked

into. Throughout the implementation stage, Java has proven to be an excellent

programming language; it helps to shorten the development time, as many free

supporting libraries available to meet our project’s requirements, such as XmlUnit

for the XML comparison, and JCE for the cryptographic operations. Furthermore,

the intuitiveness of these libraries (see Appendix A) accelerates the deployment of

the project.

In addition, Java provides several tools that enable a good software quality

maintenance, such as Log4J and JUnit. Most of the project implementations are

automatically unit tested by JUnit to ensure the correctness of their functionalities.

Furthermore, various stages of the program at runtime can be tracked by Log4J,

so that possible bugs in the program can be located easily. Besides, its develop-

ment tool support is excellent. The Eclipse Integrated Development Environment

(IDE)26 provides features, such as syntax highlighting, and code completion, which

have improved the author’s productivity.

Java has also to be credited for the portability of the testing framework, as

we have demonstrated in Section 3.11.1. This advantage is sufficient to justify the

usage of Java for this project.

4.2 Software Architecture And Class Design

The software architecture (see Figure 11) is designed based on the OSI model. We

have a five-layer model, where each layer handles a set of different problems, and

provides a well-defined service to the higher layers. Each layer has the property

of using only the functions of the layer below, and only exporting functionality

to the layer above. The architecture heavily influences the class design as well.

As a result, users have to deal only with the high level test objects, such as

26http://www.eclipse.org
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“Ep2Component”, without being concerned with the communication details.

Furthermore, by having a simple interface to access the resources in each layer,

any layer can be replaced by a totally new code, without affecting any part of the

system, given that the new layer still maintains the same interface.

4.3 The Test Script in XML

The software architecture and the class design, together with the XML nature

of the test script have given users a way to express the components and their

interactions, in line with the actual Ep2 payment model. The software architecture

and the class design provide a set of high level objects (e.g., the “Ep2Component”

and “Conversation” classes) to represent the objects in the real world, whereas

XML facilitates the interaction between these objects. The following texts will

illustrate these two points in details.

The structure of the test script consists of three parts: Meta for test informa-

tion, ComponentList to store the settings for each test component, and TestSe-

quence for all the test cases (see Appendix D). If a terminal is needed, an entry as

following is added into the ComponenList :

<component class="Terminal">
<encoding>0</encoding>
<TrmID>simul001</TrmID>
<name>CEPTEST Terminal Simulator</name>

</component>

The created component is a terminal called “CEPTEST Terminal Simulator”

with the id “simul001”, and communicates with encoding type 0. Each part of the

description is enclosed with a tag, whose name is simple enough to guess what it

represents.

An interaction between two components can be easily expressed by the test

script with an entry as such in the testSequence:

<event source="Testing Framework Acquirer"
target="CEPTEST Terminal Simulator">
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The relationship between the two components, namely “Testing Framework

Acquirer” and “CEPTEST Terminal Simulator” is described using the event tag.

Within this tag, we can instruct the source component to send, or receive any

message from the target component.

4.4 The Testing Framework With The CEPTEST Ep2 Sim-

ulator

One of the main objectives of the project is to build a driver for a system to

communicate with an Ep2 component. In Section 3.11, we prove it by successfully

communicating with the CEPTEST Ep2 simulator. Unfortunately, the testing

framework is not able to connect to the C.A.R.U.S terminal solution at the time

of writing due to the reasons stated in Section 4.8.

Apart from that, a simple test language is created to test the feasibility of the

test framework. This language is being used throughout the whole testing process;

the “TestCaseGenerator” helps to generate test scripts, the “TestManager” loads

the scripts and conducts the tests, and the “TestReporter” produces the test report

based on the test result.

In addition, the testing framework demonstrates the capability of handling

and detecting, four possible situations, where an error can be made by an Ep2

component.

4.5 Using XSL-FO To Generate Test Report

The test result, in its XML form, is visually unpleasant for users to derive any

useful information. XSL-FO is used to address this problem. Section 3.10 demon-

strates that XSL-FO is not only able to present the test result in various printable

formats (e.g., pdf), but has also the flexibility of presenting information of the

same test result in different layout, using different XSL stylesheets.
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4.6 Console Based Front-End

Although the console based front-ends help to improve the usability of the testing

framework, they still can be improved. One of our recommendations is to replace

them with graphical ones. Instead of creating objects via text based menu, users

could drag these objects into a graphical representation of the test script. This

would give users a better overview of the test script and its test flow, while cut-

ting down the test script creation time (users do not need to go through many

text-based menu to create one conversation). The replacement of the existing con-

sole based front-end can be done easily, thanks to the consideration made at the

beginning of the class design to separate the user interface from the actual logic

(see Figure 21, 24, and 27).

4.7 A Weak Test Language

In this project, we have created a simple test language in order to test the feasi-

bility of the testing framework. Every conversation is treated as an independent

unit. A comparison can only be done for the messages, which reside in the same

conversation. This type of comparison is useful, but it is considered as a weak

test language. Instead, we can provide a stronger test language by having the

capability of comparing messages from different conversations. With this, we can

correlate the message values from two conversations. This can be extremely useful

to determine the consistency of an Ep2 component.

In order to have this new feature, some minor adjustments need to be made

to the existing implementation structure. First, the test script needs to identify

which conversations and what message type it should compare. The modified test

script should look like this:

<conversation id=‘‘1’’>
<receive> <type>cfgdatarsp</type> </receive>

</conversation>
<conversation id=‘‘2’’>

<receive compare=‘‘1’’><filename>ack.xml</filename></receive>
</conversation>
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By introducing a new attribute (“id”), we can identify each conversation with

its id. Any message that we want to compare with will have another attribute

called “compare”, and its value will refer to a conversation’s id. Second, the

comparison method should be changed to anticipate the newly added attributes

into the test script, so that such comparison can be made.

4.8 Unable To Test The C.A.R.U.S Terminal Solution

It is our initial plan of the project to have a real Ep2 terminal solution to be tested

with the testing framework. Due to the late arrival of the C.A.R.U.S terminal

solution, we were unable to do so in order to meet the project’s milestone and

deadline.
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5 Conclusion

The purpose of this project is to develop a hardware-in-the-loop testing framework

for the international electronic payment standard Ep2.

We found several inconsistencies between the various parts of the manuals

during the process of understanding the specifications (see Appendix C). Gimblet

et. al point out these errors are typical for such a document structure [GRS05].

Java has proven to be an excellent implementation language to build such a

testing framework, thanks to its wide range of software development tools, libraries

and general support. Its code portability as well as it object oriented approach

have been of benefit for our project.

HIL has shown to be a viable technique for testing Ep2. Section 3.11 demon-

strates that an Ep2 acquirer can be emulated and controlled. Within this software

simulated environment, test scenarios are easy to be reproduced and tested.

Our software architecture, which follows the OSI layer model, has made the

class design very modular; components within the same layer can be changed

without affect to other layers, as long as the interface is maintained. It is also

easily adaptable to extensions such as a further encoding type or additional Ep2

components.

Our test language is built on top of the XML standard. One of the benefits of

this design decision is that no custom-made syntax checker is required. The freely

available XML checkers can be used. In addition, the semantics of the language

depend on the designated class in the program. Any extra tags, which are not

supported by the program, will be ignored. This increases the error tolerance of

the program.

Apart from that, we demonstrate that the created test language for the test

script is sufficient to express the Ep2 components and their interactions, in line

with the real Ep2 specification.

Section 3.11 proved that the testing framework is capable of communicating

according to the Ep2 standard using the CEPTEST Ep2 simulator. Besides, we

have reconfirmed that the XML messages sent by our system to the CEPTEST
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Ep2 simulator is compliant with the standard. Furthermore, we show that the

testing framework is capable of handling and detecting any non-Ep2 compliant

messages received from an Ep2 component (see Section 3.12).

Handling the test script well, the testing framework is able to detect four possi-

ble situations where an Ep2 component might be faulty, and report it accordingly.

In addition, XSL-FO has given the testing framework the flexibility of having dif-

ferent information layout from the same test result, by using different stylesheets.

In this project, we have tested all message types supported by the SI-Init

interface. New message type can be easily added into the testing framework thanks

to the template technique (see Section 3.5).

From this project, we learn that in order to create a testing framework for a

complex system like Ep2, one has to anticipate future changes in the standard.

Therefore, the testing framework must be robust, extensible and reusable.

Overall, the implemented prototype of a HIL testing system for Ep2 has demon-

strated that it is possible to develop such a testing environment of a system as

complex as Ep2. Our prototype is easily extendable and thus can be seen as a

major step toward a complete test environment for Ep2.

6 Future Work

As previously pointed out, our prototype supports only part of the Ep2 standard.

Further interfaces such as SI-config or COI-config need to be implemented. This

should be straight forward thanks to the extendable architecture. Also, the class

design for these interfaces can closely follow the already implemented parts. Fur-

thermore, one of three encoding type has yet to be implemented. This will take

place on the cryptographic layer only. Concerning tests, further scripts should be

developed, also it seems to be desirable to have a richer testing language available.

Finally, due to a late delivery of the Ep2 terminal by the company CARUS, it was

not possible to carry out actual tests with a concrete Ep2 realization.
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7 Appendix

Appendix A - JCE Code Usage

The source code demonstrates the intuitiveness of JCE in Java, by showing how a

TripleDES encryption and decryption work:

import java.security.Provider;
import java.security.Security;

import javax.crypto.Cipher;
import javax.crypto.KeyGenerator;
import javax.crypto.SecretKey;
import javax.crypto.spec.SecretKeySpec;

import org.bouncycastle.jce.provider.BouncyCastleProvider;

import cryptix.jce.provider.CryptixCrypto;

/*
* Project : crypto
* Author : Lim Beng Chuan
* Filename : Demo.java
* Date : May 9, 2005
* Purpose : to show how crypto works in java
*
* Licensing : GNU Public License (GPL). Please refer www.gnu.org
* for more details.
*
*/

public class Demo {

public static void main(String[] args) {

String algo = "TRIPLEDES";

// registering a provider
Provider prov = new CryptixCrypto();
Security.insertProviderAt(prov, 5);

// registering another provider
Provider prov1 = new BouncyCastleProvider();
Security.insertProviderAt(prov1, 6);
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try {
// get a key generator for DES cipher
KeyGenerator DES = KeyGenerator.getInstance(algo);
//KeyGenerator DES = KeyGenerator.getInstance("DES", "BC");

// generate a secret key for DES cipher
SecretKey key = DES.generateKey();
SecretKeySpec keySpec = new SecretKeySpec(key.getEncoded(), algo);

// get an instance of DES cipher
Cipher cipher = Cipher.getInstance(algo);

// tell cipher to start encrypt mode with the secret key
cipher.init(Cipher.ENCRYPT_MODE, keySpec);

// Encrypt this message
String plaintext = "This is a secret, don’t tell anyone !!";
byte[] ciphertext = cipher.doFinal(plaintext.getBytes());

// show the result
System.out.println("Encrypted message is : ");
for (int i = 0; i < ciphertext.length; i++) {

System.out.print(ciphertext[i] + " ");
}

// decrypt it again
cipher.init(Cipher.DECRYPT_MODE, keySpec);
String decryptText = new String(cipher.doFinal(ciphertext));
System.out.println("\nThe decrypted message is : \n" + decryptText);

} catch ( Exception e) { // just in case we need it
e.printStackTrace();

}

}
}

Appendix B - XML API Comparison

The XML APIs are compared in two ways: reading an XML document and creating

an XML document. The objective of the comparisons is to justify the reason of

why JDOM is chosen for this project. Since SAX is the most light weight API for

reading an XML document, it will be used as a benchmark for reading. On the
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other hand, DOM will become the benchmark for creating an XML document.

Reading XML Document

The test involves reading the XML document and echoing out its content. The

XML document looks like this:

Figure 40: Test XML Document

SAX Implementation

Since SAX is an event driven API, a proper event handler is required for every

event happens in the XML document. A Java file called ”Echo.java” is created to

handle the events. The implementation code is as below:

public class Echo extends DefaultHandler {

// to write something to the terminal
private static Writer out;

// writting the output
private void emit(String string) throws SAXException {
try {
out.write(string);
out.flush();

} catch (IOException e) {
throw new SAXException("I/O error", e);

}
}
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// writting new line
private void nl() throws SAXException {
String lineEnd = System.getProperty("line.separator");
try {
out.write(lineEnd);

} catch (IOException e) {
throw new SAXException("I/O error", e);

}
}

// event for starting of xml document
public void startDocument() throws SAXException {
try {
emit("");
nl();
out.flush();

} catch (IOException e) {
throw new SAXException("IO Error", e);

}
}

public void startElement(String namespaceURI,
String sName, // simple name
String qName, // qualified name
Attributes attrs) throws SAXException {

String eName = sName; // element name
if ("".equals(eName))
eName = qName; // namespaceAware = false

emit("<" + eName);
if (attrs != null) {
for (int i = 0; i < attrs.getLength(); i++) {
String aName = attrs.getLocalName(i); // Attr name
if ("".equals(aName))
aName = attrs.getQName(i);

emit(" ");
emit(aName + "=\"" + attrs.getValue(i) + "\"");

}
}
emit(">");
nl();

}

public void endElement(String namespaceURI, String sName, // simple
// name

String qName // qualified name
) throws SAXException {
String eName = sName; // element name
if ("".equals(eName))
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eName = qName; // namespaceAware = false
emit("");
nl();

}

public void characters(char buf[], int offset, int len)
throws SAXException {

String s = new String(buf, offset, len);
emit(s);

}

// event for end of xml document
public void endDocument() throws SAXException {
emit("End of document");
nl();

}

public static void main(String[] args) {

// file that is going to read
final String filename = "test3.xml";

// Sax Event handler
DefaultHandler handler = new Echo();

// getting the sax parser
SAXParserFactory factory = SAXParserFactory.newInstance();
factory.setValidating(true);
factory.setNamespaceAware(true);

try {
// Set up output stream
out = new OutputStreamWriter(System.out, "UTF8");

// Parsing the input
SAXParser saxParser = factory.newSAXParser();
saxParser.parse(new File(filename), handler);

} catch (SAXParseException e) { // if doc is malformed
System.out.println("Document is malformed at line "

+ e.getLineNumber() + " Column " + e.getColumnNumber()
+ " Message: " + e.getMessage());

} catch (ParserConfigurationException e) {
System.out.println("Parser not found !");

} catch (SAXException e) {
Exception temp = (e.getException() == null) ? e : e

.getException();
temp.printStackTrace();

} catch (IOException e) {
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System.out.println("File not found : " + filename);
}

}
}

JDOM Implementation

In order to achieve the same goal, JDOM will only require 5 lines of code. Com-

paring to the implementation in SAX, a shorter and cleaner code is obtained:

String filename = "test3.xml";
try {
// Build the document with SAX and Xerces,
// no validation
SAXBuilder builder = new SAXBuilder();
// create the document from the file
Document doc = builder.build(new File(filename));

// output the xml
XMLOutputter xmlOutput = new XMLOutputter();
xmlOutput.output(doc, System.out);
} catch (Exception e) {}

Creating New XML Document

In order to keep the comparison simple, only the creation of certain components

in the XML document is evaluated.

DOM Implementation

DOM adheres the specification from W3C Consortium. It is very powerful API,

but the complexity of the API causes steep learning curve for developer. The

implementation code to create XML document is shown as below:

// create node called msgNum with attribute Value = 3
Node msgNum = doc.createElement( "msgNum");
AttributeNode value = new

AttributeNode("value", "3", null, false, null);
msgNum.appendChild(value);
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// create node called item with text enclosed with it
Node item = doc.createElement("item");
item.appendChild(doc.createTextNode("My Name is chuan"));

JDOM Implementation

JDOM requires less efforts from the developer to create a new XML document.

The implementation code to create XML document is shown as below:

// create node called msgNum with attribute Value = 3
Element msgNum = new Element("msgNum");
msgNum.setAttribute("value", "3");

// create node called item with text enclosed with it
Element item = new Element("item");
item.setText("My Name is chuan");

Conclusion

From the comparison, JDOM is a better API to either read or create an XML

document, comparing SAX and DOM.

Appendix C - EP2 Mistakes

Inconsistencies found in the Ep2 manuals :

• Document Name:

Interface Specification Document

Section:

Section 10:SI(INIT) Interface, Page 10-155

Error:

Mistake in Figure 43, SI(Init) Interface Data Messages.

Details:

Communication from TRM should start with <<Session Start>> instead of

<<Config Data Response>>.

References:
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1. Interface Specification, Section 10.1: Message Flows. Figure 44, 45 and

46, page 10-156 and 10-157

2. Interface Specification, Section 2.2.1: Conversation Type I: Request-

Response, page 10- 23

3. Interface Specification, Section 1: Master/Slave Communication Prin-

ciple. Paragraph one, third sentence and Table 3, page 10-21

• Document Name:

Data Dictionary Document

Section:

Section 4.1: Data Element, Page 11-46

Error:

Session key is encrypted with symmetric double DES algorithm.

Details:

Double DES is very uncommon technique and DES is always employed with

triple DES encryption algorithm. Furthermore, Security Specification has

assured us that triple DES algorithm has been employed instead of double

DES.

References:

1. Security Specification, Section 1.0: Introduction. Page 9-9.

2. Security Specification, Section 9.1.1: Triple DES. Page 9-45. ”Single

DES is widely considered too weak to be used in the future, primary

because of the small key size (56 bits). Therefore the stronger variant

Triple DES is used in ep2.”

Appendix D - Test Script

The content of the test script is generated from “TestCreator”:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<test>
<!--Test Information-->
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<meta>
<result>resources/testResults/testingResult.xml</result>
<description>this is not a test</description>
<name>Test 1</name>

</meta>

<!-- A List of EP2 Test Components and Their Settings-->
<componentList>
<component class="Acquirer">
<namespace>http://www.eftpos2000.ch</namespace>
<templatePath>resources/template/SIInit/</templatePath>
<serverIp>127.0.0.1</serverIp>
<encoding>0</encoding>
<AcqID>00000000001</AcqID>
<prefix>ep2</prefix>
<interfaceName>SIInit</interfaceName>
<serverPort>6625</serverPort>
<name>Chuan Acq</name>
<communicationMode>client</communicationMode>

</component>
<component class="Terminal">
<namespace>http://www.eftpos2000.ch</namespace>
<templatePath>resources/template/SIInit/</templatePath>
<encoding>0</encoding>
<TrmID>chuan001</TrmID>
<prefix>ep2</prefix>
<interfaceName>SIInit</interfaceName>
<port>6625</port>
<ip>127.0.0.1</ip>
<name>Chuan Terminal</name>

</component>
</componentList>

<!-- Test Sequences -->
<testSequence>
<event source="Chuan Acq" target="Chuan Terminal">
<conversation>
<send>
<type>actcfgdataack</type>
<AcqID>00000000003</AcqID>
<TrmID>12345678</TrmID>
<msgnum>0123</msgnum>
<filename>actcfgdataack.xml</filename>

</send>
<receive>
<type>actcfgdatantf</type>
<AcqID>00000000001</AcqID>
<TrmID>12345678</TrmID>
<msgnum>0123</msgnum>
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<filename>actcfgdatantf.xml</filename>
</receive>
<expected>
<type>actcfgdatantf</type>
<AcqID>00000000001</AcqID>
<TrmID>12345678</TrmID>
<msgnum>0123</msgnum>
<filename>actcfgdatantf.xml</filename>

</expected>
</conversation>

</event>
</testSequence>

</test>

Appendix E - Test Result

The content of the test result is generated from “TestManager”:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<testResult>
<meta>
<result>resources/testResults/textResult.xml</result>
<description>this is a test</description>
<name>Test</name>

</meta>
<componentList>
<component class="Acquirer">
<encoding>0</encoding>
<interfaceName>SIInit</interfaceName>
<name>Chuan Acq</name>

</component>
<component class="Terminal">
<encoding>0</encoding>
<TrmID>12345678</TrmID>
<name>Chuan Terminal</name>

</component>
</componentList>
<result>
<event source="Chuan Acq" target="Chuan Terminal">
<conversation>
<receive type="trminitreq">

<![CDATA[<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<ep2:message xmlns:ep2="http://www.eftpos2000.ch"

xmlns:ccv="http://www.ccv.nl/ep2" specversion="0201">
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<ccv:trminitreq msgnum="2923">
<ccv:RND1>BXYEIx+ZKbk=</ccv:RND1>
<ep2:TrmID>12345678</ep2:TrmID>
</ccv:trminitreq>

</ep2:message>]]></receive>
<expected type="sessstart">
<![CDATA[<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<ep2:message xmlns:ep2="http://www.eftpos2000.ch">

<ep2:sessstart msgnum="2923">
<ep2:AcqID>00000000001</ep2:AcqID>
<ep2:TrmID>12345678</ep2:TrmID>
<ep2:ConfDlMode>0</ep2:ConfDlMode>
</ep2:sessstart>
</ep2:message>]]></expected>

<send type="sessend">
<![CDATA[<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<ep2:message xmlns:ep2="http://www.eftpos2000.ch">

<ep2:sessend msgnum="2924">
<ep2:SCID>00000000001</ep2:SCID>
<ep2:TrmID>12345678</ep2:TrmID>
<ep2:TrxSeqCnt>23534</ep2:TrxSeqCnt>

</ep2:sessend>
</ep2:message>]]></send>

<analysis>
<skeleton>Failed</skeleton>
<difference>
<size>4</size>
<diff>Expected number of element attributes ’0’ but was ’1’ </diff>
<diff>Expected namespace prefix ’ep2’ but was ’ccv’ </diff>
<diff>Expected element tag name ’sessstart’ but was ’trminitreq’</diff>
<diff>Expected number of child nodes ’3’ but was ’5’</diff>
</difference>
</analysis>

</conversation>
</event>

</result>
</testResult>
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